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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study wa.s to conduct a kinematic
analysis of selected phases in the softball batting form of
eight high school female softball players.
Femal-e subjects (m=B) were randomly sel-ected from
squad lists submitted by the coaches of selected high school
varsity softball teams. Subjects vrere divided into high and
low average batter grou-ps according to their 1975 season
batting averages. The batting averages vlere computed from
batting profile sheets submitted by the subject's respective
coaches. A batting average of ,4ZO or better constituted
high average batting.
An Ht6 nolex Ref1ex, 16 mm. movie camera with L?-85
mm. l-ens was used at 64 frames per second speed setting to
film the subjects swinging a softba11 bat. The filming se-
quence incorporated the use of an eight feet by eight feet
grid and a homemade beam splitter. The beam splitter was
used to superimpose the grid on the subject whil-e filming.
Demographic data including age, heightr 1re&rs of
playing experience was collected on the day of the filming
sequence. This data was used to supplement the batting
average data for each subject.
Each subject was required to perform four test
swings using a softball bat while being filmed. Two swings
involved hitting a softball off an adjustable batting tee.
The second two trial swings were made at an ima.ginary
pitched bal-I. Compari-sons were made for batting average
€iroups as well as with and without the batting tee.
Rellabilities were established for triatrs with the
batting tee and for trials without the batting tee. Means
and standard deviations were calculated for demographic,
batting average, angular and linear ball- contact, and bat
path data. Correlation matrices were established for.demo-
graphic and batting average data, and for variables at ball
contact. ANOVA were used to determine differences be'-
tween and within batting average groups and batting
situations for ball contact and bat path data.
The high average batter group used a shorter, more
compact swing and a greater upward angle of swing through
bat contact with the ball than the 1ow average batter group.
The angle of the lead elbow in the high average batter group
was smaller than the corresponding angle for the 1ow aver-
age batter group. The high average batter group exhibited
these traits with and without the batting tee.
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Chapter l
INTRODUCT10N
The continuing growth of sports competition in high
schools has begun to affect the female athlete. With the
adoption of Title IX of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
t.ion Act, a tremendous increase in both the number of
athletic teams for girls and the number of coaches needed
for girls' teams can be observed. Title fX mandates that
.equa1 opportunity in athletics be offered to both sexes and'
shall- incl-ude such factors as ". . . whether the sports se-
lected reflect the -interests and abil-ities of both sexes;
. . [nroviae] coaching and academic tutoring opportunities
and the assi-gnment and pay of coaches and tutors . "
(55t2), The New York State Public }Iigh School Athletic As-
sociation Sports Report for 7974-7975 showed an increase
from ?6 percent to 82 percent for the number of member
schools participating in softbal1. The rapid growth in
interschol-astic sports has found many public school women
teachers unprepared to accept positions as coaches of girls'
sports
To offer capable coaching as now required by ]aw.
coaches must further their education on the undergraduate
level- r &s wel} as during their years in the. active coaching
role. Indepth sports analyses of motor skills completed by
researchers can assist women coaches in acquiring the
2knowledge necessary to accept coaching positions and assist
their school-s in fulfilling Tit1e IX regulations.
The coaching techniques necessary to develop soft-
ball playing performancb in young, and ofteh inexperienced
players are frequently unknown to the new coach. coaching
experience and utilization of available pertinent informa-
tion shourd be considered in order to improve coaching
techniques. The high school- coaches' ability to utilize the
tools of kinesiological analysis is minimar. This auiiity,
if present, is handicapped by the unavailability of equip-
ment to the coach which is necessary to analyze motor
performance.
Information gained, as a result of film analyses,
could be made available to other high school- coaches. fn
addition, summarized research findings and conclusions made
try other researchers would assist in the improvement of the
performances of high school players
High school girls' softbalI is one of the sports, as
mentioned earlier, that continues to demonstrate increased
interscholastic competition. Batting, an obviously impor-
tant complex ski11, needs further investigation.
Statement of Problem
The purpose of this study was to conduct a kinematic
analysi.s of selected phases in the softba1l batting form o,f,
eight high school fema1e softball players.
Sifinificance of Study 
,
Softball is an accepted sport for girls as noted in
the Sports Report for 1a74-1975 compiled by the New york
State Public High School Athletic Association (NySpUSea).
The ?76 menberschools, grades LO-72, reported a participa-
tion of 82 percent in softball for the report year. This
percentage'indicates that 538 high schools in New York par-
ticipate in softball. Twelve of these school-s field boys,
sbftball teams and 6lZ field gir1s, softball teams. The
srchools surveyed in this report were divided by enroll-ment
with 7gg C-school-s (less than lO0 students) participating in
softball, representing B0 percent of the C-schools; LI6 B
schools (3Of-5OO), 82 percent of the B-schools; 75? A
schools (501-1000), B0 percent of the A-school-s and 766 AA
schools (over lOOO), BB percent of the AA-schools, partici-
pating. The increase in the percentage of schools
participating in softbal-l- and the increase in the number of
softball camps support the acceptance of softball as a sport
for girIs. Further support can be seen in the publication
of Softball Rules Guides by the National Association of
Girls' and Women's Sports. These guides include coaching
hints from women all over the United States.
Softball confronts the coach with unique problems
that do not occur in other sports. One difficulty novice
players encounter is developing the ability to bat the ball
effectively and consistently. Hay (Bt2O?) has stated! "As
the principal offensive weapon in basebal-I, batting is one
4of the most important skills in the game. " lnlithout a team
that can bat and hence score, a ball game is a disappoint-
ment to the coach and to the players, as well as to parents
and other spectators.
The coaching experience of this investigator sug-
gests that the recognition of batt-ing faults often escapes
inexperienced coaches and players. The relatively short
time it takes a player to execute a complete swing al-lows
minimum time for recognition of errors and an indepth
analysis. Analysis may be possible by having the player re-
peatedly swing r,r,hile being observed, but this observation is
time consuming and can only continue as long as the player
swings the bat. The use of fil-ms for observation by the
player and the coach allows for visual recognition of faults
and provides for a more indep'Lh analysis than is' possible
through simpJ.e observation.
The lack of time and equipment available to high
school coaches for filming and film study, plus the inexpe-
rience in analysis techniques indicate the possible
significance of having analyses completed for the coach.
The recognition of "good" and "poor" batting execution would
then be provided by researchers. It is the belief of this
investigator that careful investigation of the batting. forms
of several- high school female softball players, rnay provide
a basis for skil-I analysis to be used by other girls'
coaehes.
5Recognition of the components of good 'oatting form
is the primary step in analysis and correction of faults.
The research in existence at the present time considers only
male baseball players. There is a need for research evi-
dence on female'high school softball players. The variable
experience of high school female players and the range in
batting ave'ra€Ies, both the subjects in this study and the
members of the investigator's high school softball team,
tend to indicate a l-ack of refined skil1 on the part of fe-
mal-e high school players. Further study involving female
softball players may aid coaches in correcting faults and
improving ski11.
E-Wpe of tne ProUfem
The subjects in this study (w=B) were members of
girls' interscholastic softbaIl teams which participated in
the Finger T,akes Athletic league. The players selected
ranged from 15 to 19 years of age. The experience of the
subjects ranged from one year to eight years in organized
softball competition. .The high school-s ranged in enroll-ment
from less than 100 students to schools over 1,000 students.
The selected schools were randomly chosen from a list of all
schools in, the Finger Lakes Athletic T,eague participating in
softball in 1975,
Coaches from the six sel-ected schools were contacted
and requested to send a squad list of their 1975 softball
team. The squad lists were used for the random selection of
three players who were invited to participate in the study.
6Eighteen subjects were initially invited to participate in
this investigation. r,ast minute transportation problems and
final exam confl-icts caused 1O of the subjects to withdraw
from participation in the study. The subjects that partici_
pated in the study were eight players, two from each of four
selected schools
Assignment of the eight subjects to high and row
average batting groups was based on the batting averages ob_
tained from the batting profiles provided by their respec-
tive coaches. After studying the batting averages of the
investigator's high school girls' so.ftball team for three
. 
seasons, a batting average of .4zo or better was arbitrarily
considered a high batting average.
S_&_pf oUf emg
The following subproblems were formurated from the
problem statement:
1. what are the interrelationships of lever angles
at the elbows, trail knee, trai] ankle; stride length;
linear distances between the wrists and elbows; perpendicu_
lar distances of hip, knee, and ankle to the tee; and
batting average?
2, What is the compari-son between bat path when
batting balls using a batting tee and bat paths when not
using a batting tee?
3. what is the comparison between bat paths of high
average batters and low average batters using the batting
tee?
7lt', What is the comparison between bat paths of high
average batters and low average batters not using the bat-
ting tee?
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were formulated after a
careful review of the research and conceptual literature
surrounding the problem area.
7. There was no significant interrelationship of
demographic data incl-uding age, heightr ;re&ps experience, at
bats, hits, and batting average for all subjects, high aver-
age batters only and low average batters only.
2, There was no significant interrelationship of
linear and angular measurements at contact incl-uding angle
of the trail and lead elbows, angle of the trail- knee, angle
of the trail anl<le, d.istance betvreen the wrists and the el-
bows; stride length and batting average with and without the
tee; and perpendicular distance of the trail- hip, knee, and
ankle to the batting tee for all- subjects, high average bat-
ters only and l-ow average batters only
3, There was no significant difference between
batting averages of the high and l-ow average batters.
4. There was no significant difference between in-
dividual angular and l-inear measures at contact for high and
low average batters with and without the tee.
5. There was no significant difference between in-
dividual- perpendicular distances at contact for high and l-ow
average batters, with and without the tee.
B6, There was no significant difference between
length of the stride for high and low averages, with and
without the tee.
7. There was no significant difference between the
vertical distance traveled by the bat for high and low aver-
age batters, with and without the tee.
B. There was no significant difference between the
horizontal distance traveled by the bat for high and low
average batters, with and lvithout the tee.
9. There was no significant difference rcetween the
angle of upward trajectoiy of the bat through barl contact
for high and 1ow average batters, with and without the tee.
Definition of Tefms
As a clarification of this study, the following
terms are operationally defined:
1. Battine is that skill in which a player contacts
a ball resting on a batting tee and imparts motion to it.
2. Battjnq form is the combination of prescribed
factors which indicate'proper execution of the skill-. The
phases of form considered include: grip, stance, swing,
stride , and fol-lowthrough.
3, Batting success is the acquisition of a subject
of a batting average of .4ZO or better. ft shou1d be hoted
that this average is considered extremely high for major
league baseba11, but the conditions of the girls' interscho-
lastic softbatl- in the study population l-end themselves to
averages this high and higher.
94. Kinematics involves the ,'description, measure-
ment, and recording of bodily motion with due consideration
of the character of joints and bony segments involved in
motion. " (2zI) ,
5. lever angles are the angles measured between the
joints under study as they move through the prescribed
motion,
Assumptions
The foll-owing statements were assumed to be true for
this investigation!
7. The criterion for analysis of the basebal-l- bat-
ting form is equal to that of softball- batting.
2. Subjects performed to the best of their ability
during the filming.
3. Subjects had previous. experience using a batting
tee.
4, The batting profiles submitted by the team
coaches were accurate
5. The squad lists submitted to the investigator
contained names of girls of varsity skil1 leve1.
f,imitations
Due to the procedural problems including camera
failure and subject final examination and transportation
confl-icts, the following limitations affected this investi-
gation:
1. Eight subjects participated in the filming.
10
2. The measured angles wefe not always clearly vis-
ible throughout the film segments,
Delimitations
Because. of limited time and facilities avail_able,
the following statements were adopted to delimit the study:
L, . Three subjects from each school were invited to
participate in the study
?, The teams of six school-s were used in setection
of the subjects.
3. 'The phases of batting adopted for overall analy-'
sis of form were stance, stride, swing, and followthrough.
4, The flight of the ball was not considered for
analysis of swing.
5. The phases of batting adopted for measurement
incl-uded stride length, angles of elbows, trail knee, and
trail ankle whenever visible through backsvring, foreswing,
contact, and fol-l-owthrough.
6. Measur.ements , made at ball contact by the bat,
were used to determine perpendicular distance to the batting
tee of the trail- hip, trail knee, and trail- ankle; and
linear distance between wrists and between el-bows.
?. Measurements, made at ball- contact by the bat,
were used to determine the angle of the l-ead and trail el-
bows, trail- knee, and trail- ankle.
B. Bat paths were drawn for all subjects using the
batting tee and when not using the batting tee.
11
9. Measurements were made whenever possible within
the adopted points including stance, backswirg, foreswing,
contact (swings with batting tee onl,y), and followthrough.
10. Measurements were taken every two frames of
film starting at the beginning of the backswing for each
subject.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF REIATED IITEMTURE
The initiation of a kinematic analysis of any
sport r s ski1I requires a search of the conceptual and
research literature. Literature on the batting phase in the
g?me of softball was not readily arrailable, however , researCh
information as wel-l- as conceptual literature was plentiful
regarding the sport of baseball. This information was used
aS the main source of literature revievred. The material
within this chapter discusses general- facets of cinemato-
graphic and kinematic anal;rsis, zIS well as specific facets
of batting techniques and batting studies.
Techniques Cinemat ic and Kinematic -Anal-ysis
cinematographical analysis enables investigators to
view body movements totally and to relate these movements to
three dimensional space and external objects. This type of
analysis allows for observation of body segment position,
estimates of segmental- centers of mass, gravitational 1ine,
displacement, velocities, and aeceleration vectors. fn
addition, the investigator may study aspects of kinetics
using cinematographical study. (f) .
The techniques of analysis of human motion are
varied. O'Connel1 and Gardner ( 13) make reference to 1,L
12
L3
criteria necessary for an effective kinematic analysis. The
criteria included mechanical descriptions, identifications
of kinesiological movements, joints 'and forces involved in
the movement. They recommend the filming of human movement
in three views, front or back, side' and overhead. Tech-
niques u.sed by Noble and Ke11ey (34), and Engen and Spencer
(29) concurred with the recommendation of filming in three
planes. Northrip, et aI., (12), Grieve, €t aI., (7), and
Mil]er and Nel-son (11) mention another method of filming
with one or two cameras and using mirrors set in varying
angles to the camera and. subjects. This method enables
viewing of the subject from more angles on one film.
In 1939, Cureton (25) made suggesti-ons for the
general techniques of film analysis. Included in his work
were recolnmendations for filming equipment and the quan-
tities measurable on films of human movemen.t. Many of his
recornmendations remain in practice todal:. These include
type of camera, editing equipment, and measurement of
angles, linear di-stances, speed and force. The common use
of the 15 mm. camera shown in studies by Blievernicht (ZZ),
Deshon (26), DeVries Q7), and Watk:-ns (45) substantiates
Cureton' s recommendations.
Further recommendations regarding filming equipment
were made by Grieve, et a1., (7),, Mi1ler and Nelson (11),
and Northrip, €t 31., (72). A11 of these researchers agreed
on the use of the 15 mm. camera and felt that a motor
driven camera would offer more consistent accuracy of film
t4
speed. Northrip, et a1., (LZ) recommends a camera fil-m
speed of 15-BO frames per second for most skiIls. He fur-
ther suggests 64-8O frames per second camera film speed for
all high velocity ballistic skilIs. Grieve, et a1., (Z)
recommends a camera film speed of 32-1OO frames per second
and states that higher speeds are wasteful of fi1m. These
researchers strongly recommend the incl-usion of horizontal
and vertical reference lines in the filming area and the use
^hcror.rrqh'l o timinr" devi ee for careful calibra-of an easily observabl-e i i g vic ful- a.
tion of the camera film sPeed.
Hopper and Kane (10 ) and Gombac (6) in their
studies offer further recommendations for consideration
during film analysis. The. use of segmentation for l-ocating
the center of gravity to aid in analysis was examined in
tg6| by Hopper and Kane (10 ). Determination of the mass of
segments was used. Through this method, the center of
gravity was cal-culated for each analyzed segment. tfalton
(43) in 1)JO presented a template for simplification of the
proeess of l-ocating centers of gravity. Gombac (6) in 1967
presented a film analysis technique, using contourograms and
cyclograms, at the first Biomechanics International Seminar
in Zurich, Switzerfand. Th.e method of filming with a high
speed camera and making tracings of paths of selected body
points and paths of body positions was evident in other
research. Herrmann (p) studied gymnastic exercises using
three body points which were traced throughout the movement.
Adrian and Engberg QO1 used a single camera and filmed three
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subjects. They studied the movement of the body parts
through the motion. Grunwald (52) analyzed the badminton
serve using one subject and a film study of joint angles and
kinematics of the movement.
Computer analysis methods recently have l-ed to for-
mulation of computer programs which are able to analyze
kinematic data with satisfactory resufts. Computer print-
outs may include a listing of the muscles involved in the
motion being studied, 3s in Ward's (44) investigationi or
computations of centers of gravity, angular velocity, and
plottings of the centers of gravity'pathways as indicated by
' Garrett, et al. (31).
Under consideration is the recognition and control
of filming errors. Noss (35) experimented with tri-axial
filming to control perspective errors. Use of this method
l-ead to a mean value for. three seits of collected data. This
mean value was used to represent the subject angles. He
noted that "the practical application of tri-axial- analysis
lies in the determination of the mechanical efficiency and
effectiveness of motor skilIs of al-I kj-nds. " (35 tBL) .' Use
of a correction factor to change film distance to true dis-
tance was indicated by Cureton (25) - Further investigation
and selection of an adequate method to determine perspective
error was arrived at by Doolittle QA ). He used simulated
film frames and analysis by three operators to establ-ish
. reliability of his correction factor techniques.
Adrian (1) discussed the correction of perspective
t6
errors by placing the cameras used for filming at right
angles to the plane of the movement. She also said that by
placing the camera a long enough distance'from the subject,
that the linear distortion will become negligible. Ihe
exact distance can be found through trial filmings. Miller
and Nelson (ff1 also discuss the problem of parall-ax error
and further stated that the error experienced in cameras
with offset viewfinders can be greatly minimized provid-ed
the lens-object distance is over six or seven feet. '
The Techlique of Battins
There is Iittle agreement among the experts and
researchers on the important factors needed for a.batter to
effectively execute one of the five or six phases of
batting. Weiskopf (17) stated that:
One of the most unique aspects of baseball- is thefact that no two hitters hit bxactly alike. Batting
coaches decl-are that this is the way it should be be-
cause there is no set pattern .of style to follow in
becoming a good hitter. They bel-ieve that each hitteris a separate individuaf and must develop his own styleto meet his own physical- abi1ities. However, these same
coaches point out that there are a number of basic rules
and fundamentals that al-l hitters should follow becausethere are corcect and i-ncorrect ways to bat. (_l?r3).
Hay (A) lists the batting phases as stance, stride, swing,
and followthrough. fn addition to Hay's four phases, grip
was included by Watkins (45), Williams (ll8), and McCord (32),
Incl-usion of these phases and one additional phase known as
hitting action was mentioned in Watt's (46) article on "The
Classroom Approach to Battiilg. "
t7
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The batting grip was defingd to include a finger
grip as advocated by Williams (48), hiatts (46), and topiano
(53). Watts (t+6) further defined the proper grip as
"knuckles-on down" (462L9). Two other components were men-
tioned which incl-uded a choke grip on the bat of one-haLf to
one inch and a varying choke grip which included a choke,
moderate choke and end grip. These choke grips were advo-
cated by T,opiano (Sl) and McCord (32) respectively.
' The components of the stance phase varied, with
general agreement on four components. The hands high and
away from' the body position was advocated by Watts (46),
Siedentop (t6) , and tropiano (fi). Williams (48), Watkins
(45), McCord (32), and weiskopf (I?) agreed that the
shoulders begin on a plane paraI1eI to the ground. The head
remaining still during stance and through the swing was ad-
vocated by Williams (&B), Watkins (45), Siedentop (t51,
r,opiano (53), and Bunn (3). Having the wrists in a radial-
deviation position for maxj-mum force application was advo-
cated by Watts (461, Hay (B), McCord (:Z), Siedentop (t61,
and T-,opiano (53), Watts (461 , Williams (48), and Lopiano
(fi) arso concurred on weight distribution. They believed
that the weight should be equally distributed, on the meta-
tarsophalangeal heads of the feet, and the body slightly
crouched.
The
component of
vocated that
greatest disagreement regarding stance was the
bat angle relative to the ground. Bunn (il ad_
the bat should be held at an acute ang1e.
1B
Hay (B) stated that the batter waq at a disadvantage if the
bat was held at 90 degrees or at the vertical, and McCord
(32) advocated a bat angle between the horizontal and the
vertical.
The component of stride produced the most common
agreement by researchers and experts. Hay (B), Siedentop
(t61, lopiano (55), and Bunn (:) advocated a short stride,
with T,opiano (53) stating a t3 inch increase in width of
stance after stride. Striding consistently to the 
=r*" area
in the batter's box or to relatively the same area was rec-
ommended tiy'Hay (B), Breen (2il, and Siedentop (f 51.
The remaining two components, swing and fol-low
through, were mentioned by the rbsearchers and experts, but
no common factors were found..
Stgdies of Batting Performance
Race (lZ) conducted a study in 1950 "to scrutinize
the mechanics of hitting a baseball effectively.,, ( j,?r394)
subjects of the study were 17 professional baseball players
with batting averages of at least .z?5. Analysis was made
of film segments in which the hits were defined as effective
when they were 3?o feet or a hard l-ine drive. A mechanical_
analysis approach was used. Race (3n calculated bat veloc-
ities and relative forees, degrees of movement, veloci.ties
of body segments, body inclinations, forward knee extension,
rear knee flexion, head level, and preparatory batting move_
ments. Race (j'?) concluded that there were no significant
correlations between batting average, slugging averages and
??
?
?
???
the above measures. He also coneluded that rotary motion
the hips was a prime movement in his subjects
Using batting averages as their definition for suc-
cess, Vaughn (41) and Nieman {ll) conducted separate studies
to determine the relation of lever arm' bat velocity, dnd
distance traveled by the bat to success; and the frequency
of use of basic hitting fundamentals by successful college
varsity baseball players. Vaughn (41) fil-med 13 male sub-
jects of a college varsity and junior varsity baseball team.
He analyzed and computed the correlations between each bat-
ting variable and the criterion he considered relative to
batting success. He concluded that bat vel-ocity was of
prime importance, and the use of a short swing with wrist
action was most conducive to high average batting. He fur-
ther concluded that a long bat swing with straight arms 
'
good shoul-der-arm rotation, and hip rotation was conducive
to power hitting. Nieman (Zl) used six college varsity
batters to determine whether successful- batters used basic
hitting fundamentals more than unsuccessful varsity batters.
He analyzed nine batting fundamentals with J40 possibl-e ref-
erence points. He concluded that there appeared to be very
Iittle relationship between high batting averages and per-
formance of correct batting techniques.
Shapiro (54) , using four subjects, examined the di-
rection and length of stride and the amottnt of hip rotation.
He found that stride lengths and hip rotation were similar
to that described in the literature. fn additi-on, he'found
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that secondary adjustment by the batter to pitch height was
accomplished by knee flexion'and bat inclination.
Swimley (40) used two subjects and did film compar-
isons of their baseball bat swings. He found strides of six
inches and twelve inches in his two subjects; and only sub-
ject one employed a backswing. He concl-uded that in order
to develop the maximum power when swinging through the
hitting area, the hitters front Ieg and lower arm should be
at ful1 extension or nearly fuII extension. He also con-
cluded from his study that to be effective, the action of
the battei''s hands must be delayed until the arms are well
into the actual hitting area of the swing.
Ryan (lg) studied five college varsity and five col-
lege freshman baseball players. He compared angles just
prior to bat-ball contact and velocities of the bat and ball
after contact. Through further analysis, he measured the
contributions that the body segments had on the total veloc-
ity applied to the ball; and the relationship between " joint
summation of velocities and the measured velocity of the
ball. " 39 zBI) . He concluded that an initiation of the
swing by hip joint rotations and the use of the wrists con-
tribute approximately J0 percent of the linear velocity of
the ball. The hip and wrist movements were considered the
prime factors that differentiated the varsity players from
the freshman players.
2L
Slrmmary
Discussion has been presented in this chapter con-
cerning techniques of cinematography, fifm analysis, batting
techniques and studies of batting performance. It was recom-
mended that 15 mm filming be conducted in the plane of the
motion being studied. It was pointed out that careful de-
sign of the experiment is necessary to minimize errors in
filming and l-ater in recording and analyzing the data. It
can be seen that the research literature is limited and the
existing literature offers many discrepancj-es. There was
1itt1e agreement on the pomponents and criteria'to be fo1-
lowed for developing a successful batting technique. This
information will- be further discussed in Chapte? 5 in light
of this investigation.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Kinematic analyses of sports skiIls have taken many
forms since their inception in the 1930's. This study en-
tailed a kinematic analysis of softball- batting form, using
a. 16 mm. camera to film a sagittal vievr of subjects perform-
ing the ski11. The eight subjects were randomly chosen high
school gill=, who had been members of their schools' inter-
scholastic softball team from one to four years. The coach-
ing experience of each softball coach differed and hence the
batting techniques of their subject's also differed.
. 
The basic phases of batting have been agreed upon by
many experts incl-uding Breen (Z)), McCord (?.Z), Nieman (]3),
Watkins (45), and Williams (tp8 ) as standard. Using the five
phases of batting and the performance criteria adapted from
Watkins (45 ), lilcCord (32), and Breen ,(23), a kinematic analy-
sis was performed and the measurements comparecl with one
another as well as with batting avera€ies and other pertinent
demographic data
This chapter includes a description of the popula-
tion and sample, and various equipment used for testing
Information regarding the actual_ filming layout, test admin_
istration, organization and analysis of the collected'data,
is also incl-uded. The diagrams and copies of al] letters
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and forms used in the administratign of this test are in-
cluded in the appendices.
Description of the Population
The population for this kinematic analysis of soft-
ball batting skills was limited to the 74 schools in the
Finger T,ake.s section, Girls' DivisS-on, of the Wayne-Finger
f,akes Athletic T,eague located in the central part of New
York State. The Wayne-Finger l,akes Athletic T,eague was com-
prised of school- districts varying in enrol-Iment from a
collegetown high school of over 1, O0O sturlents, to a small
rural central school- vrith an enrollment of under 400
' students. The students in any one school- came from a vari_-
ety of social and economic backgrounds vrith varying degrees
of exposure to sports experiences. The community center
type programs in the towns were extensi-ve, and offered both
boys and girls opportunities to participate in many differ-
ent sports l e . g. e trampolining r ff[rrrra Sium hockey , conrpetitive
softbal] and baseball, competitive basketball and basketball
shooting tournaments. 
.lllany of the towns have active Elks'
and lions' Service clubs which sponsored various events for
youth.
The large popuration variation of town and city
size, the wide range in economic backgrounds and sporf,s ex-
peri-ences, and the fact that the wayne-Finger T,akes Athletic
T,eague incl-uded four upstate New york counties, macle it an
excellent population to study.
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Sampling Procedure
The nature of kinematic analysis and the time re-
quired for a complete investigation necessitated the use of
only a representative sample from the chosen population
rather than using the entire population. The names of six
schools were randomly sel-ected from a l-ist containing all
schools eligible for the study. The eligible schools were
def ined as those schools that participated in girls' i.nter-
sohol.astic softball, arld were members of the hlayne-Finger
T,akes Athletic r,eague at the time of the investigation.
The initial contact with the six sel-ected school-s
was made through the respective high school building prin-
cipals. 0n March 18, I975, fetters wer€ sent introducing
the investigation, the purpose of the study and what woul_d
be required of the school, coach, and selected players.
(Appendix A). The school principals were requested to re-
spond if they would prefer not to participate in the inves-
tigation
After the six selected schools had been contacted,
the respective coaches were sent letters the second week of
Aprll. (Appendix B). Each l-etter contained the batting pro-
file sheets to be kept on the subjects, and the names of the
three players selected from her team to participate in the
investigation. (Appendix C).
The second week of May, lg?5, ]etters were sent to
the subjects giving them the specific information about the
filming' (appendix D). Enclosed with the r-etter was a
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commitment sheet and a permission slip for the subject and
her p3rents to fill out and return to thg investigator by
May 30, L9?5.. (Appendix E)
Three days prior to the actual filming date of
June 18, 7975, all- coaches were contacted by telephone to
confirm receipt of all requested information and the sub-
ject's arrival time.
Sources of Data
Data were gathered through angular measurements of
the elbows, the trail leg's knee and ankle; perpendicular
distances of the hip, knee, and ankle of the trail 1eg from
the tee; and the linear distance between elbows and wrists
at bal-1 contact. Film tracings, film timings, and demo
graphic data provided additional data for the investigation.
Batting profiles supplied by the coaches and collaborated by
Ms. Y. Montana, the scorekeeper for the investigator's high
school softball- team for three previous softball seasons,
supplied the necessary data for compiling subject batting
averages. The phases of batting used for analysis were
based on the criteria establish.ed by Hay (B), Breen (23),,
McCord (J2), and Watkins (4 Sl .
Four facets in the execution of hitting were used
for evaluation of batting form. The facets ineluded stance,
swing, stride, and foll-owthrough. Data gathered on the
phases of batting included an651e measurements of selected
joints at stance, and continued from the initiar backswing
through the followthrough with measurements being recorded
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froin every two frames of film. Film tracings vrere used to
indicate paths of the measured joints' ald the bat. Film
tracings, whe.n the batting tee was not used, included the
same measurements with the exception of measurements taken
at the point of contact.
fnstrumentation
The investigator used one, H15 Bol-ex Reflex, 16 mm.
movie camera' with an Angeniaux L7-85 irm, l-ens and speed of
54 frames per second. The camera and lens were manufactured
in ?aris, France by Bo1ex. The fil-m was 16 mm' Kodak Tri-X
Reversal bl-ack and white film with an ASA of 2OO, The cam-
era was mounted on an adjustable tripod with locking
positions and calibrated by filming an object of known
weight being dropped as was reeommended by Cureton QS) , The
object was an eight pound indoor shot dropped from a height
of 10 feet ? inches as shown in Figure 1. Camera speed was
found to be 5B,OZ frames per second. The camera was kept
fu11y wound for each filming to minimize speed changes.
A grid B' by B' was placed against the wall 35 feet
from and perpendicul-ar to the camera. The grid was divided
into squares 6" by 6" as shown in Figure 2, to enable the
investigator to accurately determine the multiplier for con-
version from film size to actual size, and determine any
observabl-e velocities .
A homemade beam splitter, shown in Figure j, made
simil-ar to the dichroic miryor described by cooper and
Sorani (2I)., *as used to superimpose the grid on the subject
?
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and control the problem of para11ax. An example of the op-
eration of the beam splitter is shown in Figure 4, fhe beam
splitter used. was six inches square by eight and one-ha1f
inches high, and employed a piece of window glass eight
inches by eight inches. ' The beam splitter was placed so the
front edge of the camera lens was even with the inside edge
of the beam splitter camera lens opening
The 16 mm. developed films were read using a
Recordak Film Reader, Model Number MPE-1 , vrhich is manuf ac-
tured in Rochester, New York by Eastman Kodak Company. The
Recordak enabl-ed tracings to be made of body movements anA
paths of preselected points.
Test Adpini stration
The fiJ-ming situation involved a standard indoor
home plate, one Dudley aluminium bat, 32 inches 1ong, an ad-
justable batting tee, 12 softballs, the filming grj-d, a
camera and tripod, and the beam splitter. The physical lay-
out of the gymnasium used for testing can be seen in
Figure 5,
The camera was placed on a locked tripod focusing at
90 degrees to the subject and grid which provided a sagittal
view of the subjects. The chmera was placed 35 feet from
the middle of home plater perpendicular to the subject. The
camera was situated in conjunction with the beam splitter to
enable filming of the subject with the grid superimposed on
the subject. The grid for the camera was 35 feet from the
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camera on a line forming a 90 degree angle with the line
The investigator was situated behind the camera and
verbally signaled the subjects when to take their stance and
swing. A11 subjects were given four practice swings to ad-
just to using the batting tee and make any necessary adjust-
ments in the batting tee height. Prior to the practice
hits, the subjects were individually given the following
verbal instructions !
The experiment you are about to participate in in-
vol-ves a filming of you hitting the softbal-l placed onthe.batting tee, and. taking two swings at an imaginary
' bal1. You will be given four practice hits and you may
adjust the batting tee to a height which you 1ike. Takeyour time and concentrate on hitting the ball to thebest of your ability. Use a complete swing, pr€tendingto wait for the pitch. After your practices I rvil1 in-
struct you when to step into the batter's box and hityour first test ball-. This is when I will start filmingyou. At the completion of each test hit please step out
of the batter's box and wait until I tel1 you to step infor the next test hit. There will be four test hits intotal. fwo will be with the batting tee and two will be
without the batting tee. Take your time and do yourbest. Do you have any questions? You may take yourpractice hits now.
The subject's task involved hitting a softball off a
batting tee, and srvinging at an imaginary ball without a
batting tee. The batting tee was chosen to standardize the
hitting procedure. The use 
.of the batting tee in testing
for softball batting performance was based on the research
of Fox and Youn65 (:O). An example of a subject partici-
pating in the test can be seen in Figure 6.
To increase the reliability of the filming results,
the investigator filmed four complete batting sequences for
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each subject. Two sequences involved swings with the bat-
ting tee and two sequences involved swings without the
batting tee. 
. 
A sequence involving the batting tee and ball
contact is shown in Figure 7, A11 subjects performed their
swings in the order of practice swings, (f) swings with the
tee and (Z) swings without the tee.
Pribr to each subject's filming sequence, she was
given a data card as shown in Figure B. The card already.
contained the name of the subject, school, and subject
number code. Each subject was requested to add height, ?ge,
and number of years she had participated in organized soft-
bal-l. Participation was defined as the number of separate
softball seasons played under the supervision of a coach.
At the time of testing, each subject was in the
gymnasium alone with the investigator to eliminate the in-
fluence of performing before an audience.
One and one-half inch adhesive tape markings of
joint areas and long axes of bones were placed on the sub-
jects to facilitate analysis. The tape markings indicated
the following anatomical areas and points:
1. The arms were marked with a long strip of tape
from the supraclavicul-ar fossa over the acromion process,
down the ]ateral aspect of the arm and over the r-ateral
epicondyle of the humerus. This strip of tape ended at the
styloid process of the radius, The tape marking the arm was
anchored by (a) a strip of tape over the epicondyles of the
????
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humerus and (b) a strip of tape over the styloid process of
the radius and the head of the ulna
2. The hands were marked by a strip of tape across
the dorsal surface of the metacarpophalangeal articulations,
two through five. :
3, The subject's legs were marked by a tape strip
from the middl-e of the iliac crest over the greater tro-
chanter of the femur, down the lateral- aspect of the femur
to the head of the fibula. This strip of tape continued
down the lateral- aspect of the leg to the lateral- malleolus.
The strip of tape marking the Ieg wds anchored by (a) a
' strip of tape superior to the patel-la, with the bottom edge
of the tape touching the superior aspect of the pateIla, and
(U) a strip of tape over the medial and lateral malleol-i.
Data Organization
The 16 mm. developed films. were vi-ewed on a Recordak
Film Reader. TracingS, of each subject's body parts to be
analyzed as wel-l as the points of the bat throughout the
swing, were made on 7 by 8.5 inch Triad blue mimeo-bond
paper. These tracings provided the means for angular and
linear measurements of joints and the plotting of the bat
paths for each subject. The results of the linear and an-
gular measuliements for each subject's swings with the 'tee
and swings without the tee, were recorded separately on data
sheets. (Appendix F).
Bat path tracings were developed for each subject.
A line of best fit was determined for each subject using the
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two trials with the tee for one tracing and the two trials
without the tee for a second tracing. (eppendix G). It may
be noted that the difference that exists in the size of the
space between I and II in the bat path tracings as shown in
Figure 9 was caused when the subject rotated the forearms
enough to cause the end of the bat to face the camera and
make the bat tape markings on the barrel invisible.
Summary data sheets were used to show the mean
mbasurements calculated for all angular and linear data at
ball contact. (Appendix H). Subjects were listed by
batting group as high or 1ow, and al-I data were designated
according to the group. This division a]lowed for a com-
parison between groups on angular and linear measurements aS
well as demographic data.
Statistical Treatment
The data were analyzed using descriptive and inferen-
tial- statistics to discover as much information about the
differenees and interrel-ationships of all- avaifable data.
Reliability values were establ-ished for each subject with
and without the tee. Reliability was determined from pair-
ings of all angles availabl-e for each subject throughout the
entire sequence of the bat swing. (appendix I).
?earson product moment correlations were performed
on all measurements taken at ball contact and all demo-
graphic data. This descriptive statistical- technique
allowed the formation of correlation matrices for all sub-
jects on demographic data, high average batters for
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angular and linear measurements at ball contact, and low
average batters for angular and linear measurements at ball
contact. All correlations were tested for significance at
the .01 and ,O5 leveIs.
Further inferential statistics used included a one-
way analysis of variance and a two-way analysis of variance.*
Simple analysis of variance. was performed on perpendicul-ar
distance of the trail- hip to the tee at contact for high and
1ow average batters, orl perpendicular distance of the trail
knee to the tee at contact for high and low average batters
and on the perpendicular. distance of the trail- ankle to 'the 
.
tee at contact for high and low average batters. A11 F
tests were tested for significance at the .05 1eveI.
Two-vray analyses of variances were performed on the
angle of the trail- knee at contact for high and low average
batters, with and without the tee; on angle'of the trail-
ankle at contact for high and 1ow average batters with and
without the tee; on the angle of the l-ead elbow at contact
for high and low average batters, with and without the tee;
on the angle of the trai1 el-bow at contact for high and low
average batters, with and without the tee; on linear dis-
tance between the elbows at 
.contact for high and 1ow average
batters, with and without the tee and on linear distance
between wrists at contact for high and low average batters,
with and without the tee, The results of each of the above
+Analysis
in the remainder
of Variance will be referred to as AN0VA
of this study.
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analyses of variance was tested for significance at the .O5
level of signlficance.
Two-way analysis of variance was also performed on
measurements which involved the bat path of the subject
groups. Analysis was pbrformed on vertical distance trav-
eled by the bat from the start of the foreswing to the area
of contact for high and low average batters, with and with-
out the tee. The other bat path measurement analyzed by
this method was the horizontal distance traveled by the bat
from the foreswing at the point of greatest convexity at the
turn to the greatest point of convexity of the followthrough
turn. Results of these two analysis of variance tests were
tested for significance at the .0J level of significance.
S!$mary
This chapter presented a discussion. of the study
populationr'description of the study sample, and method of
selection. The sources for data included the film measure-
ments, tracings and the demographic data for each subject.
The investigator used a Bol-ex 16 mm. camera and homemade
beam splitter in producing the kinematic information.
The task for the investigation involved each subject
swinglng a bat four times, two tirnes at a batl on a batting
tee, and two times at an imaginary pitched ba}I. All'sub-
jects were given a standard set of instructions before
perfornring the test. To facilitate analysisr tape markings
were placed on the subjects at key anatomical points.
The
the Pearson
analysis of
treatrnent of the data included
product moment correlations and
variances.
t+3
the employment of
one- and two-way
Chapter 4
ANAIYSIS OF DATA
Data gathered from subjects, coaches, and tracings
are analyzed in this chapter. For comparison, measurements
were made from films with the batting tee and without the
batting tee. Further comparisons were made by grouping sub-
jects into high or 1ow batting average group.
Eattine Averages
Batting profiles were submitted for each subject by
their respective coaches. From the profile sheets, batting
averages were calcul-ated. Table I shows each subject's num-
ber of times at bat, hits and batting average.
Batting averages. ranged from ?29.?2 to 35? .tO, The
mean and standard deviation for the batting averages for all
subjects was 468.02 and L32,83 
' 
respectively.
Subiect Data and Correlations
Table II shows the demographic data that were sub-
mitted by the subjects the day of the investigation filming.
Years of playing experience, which included all spring and
surnmer softball seasons played under the supervision of a
coach, was incl-uded. Means and standard deviations were
calculated for six variables on all subjects as shown in
Table III.
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TABII.E I
1975 SEASON BATTING AVERAGES ON ALL SUB」ECTS
Subject
Subie Studv Number Bat Hit Ave
High
Average
Subjects
LOW
Average
Subj ects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
5
3
4
6
1
2
7
8
37
39
31
38
20
13
39
28
27
24
14
16
8
5
15
10
729.72
6L5.38
451 .5L
4zt.oi5
4oo. oo
384,62
384.62
357 .7+
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TABLE II
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA……ALL SUB」ECTS
Years     At        Batting
Rtli::Iし    Age    Height  Ext:il:nce  Bttts  Hits  五手
gfこgざ
L 19 Yrs. 63"
2t?64
64
63
64
6     17        64
8    400。00
5    384.62
2 39 24 615'38
5 3L L4 +57 '6t
2 3? z? 729 '72
B 38 16 4zt '05
4 39 t5 384 '62
z 28 10 35? .L+
2        20
5       13
3     16
4     16
5     15
18 67?
?
? 15        64
TABLE II工
CORRELAT10N MATRIX―DE OG APHIC DATA――ALL SUB」ECTS
Mean and Standard Deviation
Bat Years At .
x       s     Average   Age    tte■ght Exp ■■ence  Bats    Hits
Batting average 45B.oz 132.83 1 . ooo - .0498 - .t430 - .36?7 .4?Bo .8954x
Age
Height 1 . ooo .0655 .M5? .t23t
Years experience 3.7 5 2.L9 1。000      。0619  -.2179
At bats
Hits
16。62  ｀1。41
64.12    1。25
30・62    9。75
14.88    7.57
1. ooo .L933 .L971 -.3030 -.4BZZ
1。000    。8180■■
1。000
*significant beyond .01 1eve1 of signif,icance
**significant beyond .05 Ievel of significance
?
?
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A11 demographic data was correlated item by item for
(a) a1l- sub jects, (b) hieh average batters (above ,4zo bat-
ting average) and (c) 1ow average batters (below .4ZO
batting average). The resul-ts of these analyses are as fol--
lows:
A11 sub.iects. Table III shows very low correl-ations
for most items in subjects' demographic data. This tabl-e
shows the independence between variables such as height ,
years experi-ence, and age. Signifieant correl-ations were
found for batting average versus hits r=,89'5 and for at bats
versus hits r= . 818 , ( . 01 and ,05 leve]s , respectively ) .
High average batters. Means, standard deviations
and correl-ations-on demographic data were completed for the
high average batters which included subjects three, four,
five, and six. TabL.e IV shows that most of 'these correla-
tions indicate an independence of the variables to one
another. Hovrever, an inverse relationship of r=-,87L, ap-
proaching significance at the ,05 level, w&s found between
batting average ,rO ,g", and r=-.889, was found between bat-
ting average and years experience. Two significant
correlations were found for high average batters at the .o5
1eve1. A correlation of y=,)14 was found between height and
at bats and r=.968 was found between batting average and
hits.
T,ow average batters. The means, standard deviations,
and correlations on demographic data were determined for the
TABLE IV
CORRELATION MATRIX…DE OG APHIC DATA―HttGH VERAGE
Batters――Mean and Standard Dev■ation
Batting
YearsExperi- At
曼       s     Averagこ Age    Height   eice      Bats     Hits
R3きll書:  554。4   144.69   1。000   …・8710   。4738  ….8894    。3881     。9680姜誉
Age 16.00 .Bz
Height 63,7 5 .50
Years
Experi-
ence 4,25 2,87
At bats 36 .25 3.59
Hits 20.25 6.24
1.000 .0000 .8528 .tn6 - .7Lgg
1。000   -。1741    。9739■■   06679
1 . ooo -.t695 -.82)2
1.000 .6059
1。000
キ丼Significant beyond 。05 ■eve■ Of Significance
?
?
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1ow average batters, u'hich included subjects one, two, seven
and eight. These correlations are found in Table V. The
correlation for batting average versus age was r=.9?L, (.05
level), and for at bats and hits, was r=.994 (.Of level).
Correlations of Angular l\legsur.ements
In order to determine the level of consistency
within each subject for (a) the two trials with the batting
tee and (U) the two trial-s without the batting tee, the
correlations were calculated using angles from trial one
paired with angles corresponding in occurrence from trial-
two. These correlations were used to establish the reli-
ability of the trials. The correlation values are shown in
Tabl-e VI .
Using a two-tailed test of significance, four sub-
jects, (one, five, sixr and eight) sho',ved signrficant corre-
lations (,05 level) for batting using the batting tee.
lrlithout the batting tee, four sub jects (one, four, s€v€r'rr
and eight) showed significant correlations (three at .01 and
one at .05 level-) using a two-tailed test of significance.
Al-l- other comelations with and without the tee were not
significant.
These correlations substantiated the decision to use
a mean value of two trials for measured angles and distances
for each subject. It is recognized that a weakness exists,
in that all subjects did not show high repeatability between
trial-s.
TABLE V
CORRELAT10N MATRIX―DE OG APHIC DATA―jOW AVERAGE
Batters……Mean and Standard Dev■ation
Batting Years
x s Average Age Heieht Experienee AtBatsHits
Batting
Average  381.59
Age      17.25
He■ght    6435
Years
Exper■―
ence   3.25
At Bats   25。0
Hits      9.5
1。000   。9708キ恭
11000
17.84
1。71
1。73
1・50
11。16
4.20
―.loo6
。o563
1。000
.1884
。0976
.4491
―.2666
-00350
.8101
-.7636
.0697
.8242
1。000 ―。1592
19000
.1322
。9944丼
1.000
丼Significant beyond
半ISignificant heyond
。01 ■eve■ of
。05 ■eVe■ f
s igirif icance
significance
?
?
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TABLE VI
RELIABILITY VALUES FOR EACH SUB」ECT WITH AND
WITHOUT THE BATTING TEE――ALL ANGL S
Subiect r with tee r without tee
Low
3111:i: ち       :2'::・
High    2       :Z;il
舎111:I: Z       :;::;‡
Low
3111:I: :       !;:223←姜
.8870■       ・ ‐
。6964
35244
。8933■
.64o5
。4813
.7670■■
。9273半
ISignificant beyond 。01 ■eve■ f
significance
■■Significant beyond 305 ■eve■ of
sign■ficance
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Measyres-at Contact--A11 Sub.iects
Tracings were made from the 16 mm. films of the sub-
jects performing the batting skiIl. The tracings showed
joints and longitudinal bone axes which permitted measure-
ments of angles and linear distances.
Pe,rpendicular distance gf the trai.l hip. This dis-
tance from the tee to the hip, was measured relative to the
point of contact. The mean and standard deviation were
1,1,,65 inches and 4.J0, respectively. Table Vff showed two
significant correlations between other measures and the hipr
r=.946 (.01 level) with the perpendicular distance of the
trail knee, and r=.898 (.01 level) with the perpendicular
distance of the trail ankLe. A11 other correlations with
the trail hip were not significant.
Perpendicllar distancqgl the trail ank1e. The mean
and standard deviation of this mea'sure were 22,56 inches and
l+.L2, respectively. This measure compared to the perp.en-
dieular distance of th9 trail knee yielded a significant
correlation of r=.98 (.01 1evel).
Perpendicular__ユistanCe of the trai■ kneeo  This mea¨
sure correlated significantly with the perpendicular distance
of the trail ankle (.01 level) with a eorrelation of r=.98.
The mean and standard deviation of the trail knee were L3.27
inches and ll.70, resPectivelY.
TABLE VII
CORRELAT10N MATRIX……ME SUREMENTS,AT COliTACT――ALL SUB」ECTS
x        s      BAVLAW LAWO RAW
Bat average
T,ead elbow with tee
T,ead elbow without teeTrail elbow with tee
Trail elbow without teeTrail knee with tee
Trail knee without teeTrail ankle with tee
Trail ankle without tee
Perpendicular distance-hiP
Perpendicular distance -knee
Perpendicular distance-ankle
Between hands with tee
Between hands without tee
Between elbows with tee
Between elbows without tee
Stride with teeStride without tee
BAV
LAW
LAWO
RAW
RAWO
RKW
RKWO
RFW
RFWO
HIP
KNE
AplK
HAplw
HAWO
ELW
ELWO
STW
STWO
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
??
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
??
?
?
.00―.7950■1.
1。00
….6459
。6749
1,00
―。3093
.4o41
.4268
1.00
ISignificallt beyond
半´←Sign■ficant beyonfl
significance
signi-iicance
.01 1ar.rs1
.05 lerrel-
?ゃOf
Of
TABLE VttI (continued)
BAV -.0843
rAW .2233
IAWO -.2604RAVJ ,3583
RAWo 1.00
RKW
RKWO
RFW
RFWO
HlP
KI'IE
ANK
HAI'IW
HAVJO
ELW
ET,WO
STW
STWO
.o641
.2777
・3006
.1543
-。0826
1.00
―。0764
。2317
。5797
.1084
-。3054
.8432■
1。00
。0511'
―.1806
-。1624
。0732
.1051
・3970
.16o9
1。00
-04346
.2419
01003
-。2203
。2154
.2061
.3729
00375
1。00
。o816
。o404
-。2434
-.5977
-。o863
.5565
03982
.2417
.5871
1。00
・0395
。2377
-。o36o
―.4148
-.o169
。7383→=恭
.566与
.1897
.5316
。9461■
1。00
―。01■7
・3272
。0455
-,4313
。0002
。7047
。5384
。1421
.4770
。8976‐X・
.9804姜
1。00
.1015
-・3915
。,2216
-.36o6
-・3539
_。o653
。4094
-。1091
.3759
。0292
-。0271
-。0370
1。00
―.2018
.1926
。2402
-`476o
。1559
-。oo64
。2132
-。1424
。5055
。2939
03359
.4488
.547ざ
1。00
チSignificant beyond
半→←Significant beyond
.01 ■eve■ of
。05 ■eVe■ of
signifieance
significanee
u
u
TABLE VII (continued)
ELW           ELWOSTW STWO
BAv .5479 .5685 TAo .7338l,AW - .? 5?L'*x - ,4645t*'x - ,3220 - .1i55
IAV.Io -.36+2 - .0538 - .?253xx .5580RAW -,7jozxx -.677? -,2764 -,2?86
RAWO -,426I -,3329 -.1018 -.0521RKvf -.7794 .2097 -.4504 -.4922
RKIrrlO -,0702 .3960 -,8o92*ti' - ,?9?BuoRFW .t557 -.oqs .249r -.0606
RFWO -,oL39 .0369 -.4268 -.4820HrP .2282 .37L0 .C?46 
-.046?
KNE 0564 .3252 -.22?? -.2o2?ANK .0548 ,3627 - .247 5 - .7859
HAlrw .688 .6960 6qa ,6s66HAWo ,3?36 .5686 
- .4584 -.4035
EII,{T 1 .00 .7950x* .oBL7 .0020Err/vo 1.00 .3?86 -.3655
sTW 1.00 .9226xx
sTWo 1.00
*Significant beyond .01 level of significance
**Significant beyond ,O5 leveI of significance
?
?
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Linear distance between the wr■sts.  This var■ab■e
was measured with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were 5.I3 inches and l.06 inches with the
tee, and 4,J2 inches and L,O? inches without the tee, re-
spectively. No significant correlations were found for
either situation relative to this contact measure as noted
in Table VII.
T,inear distance between tfre elbows. This vari.able
was calculated with and without the batting tee. The mean
and standard deviation were 11.48 inches and L.86 inches
with the tee, and 10.83 inches and .BB without the tee, re-
spectively. A significant correl-ation of r=.295 (.OS level),
was found between the elbows with the tee and the el_bows
without the tee, as shown in Table VII.
Stride. This variable was determined wi'th and with-
out the batting tee. The mean and standard deviation were
?.59 inches and J.Ol with the tee and 7.91 inches and 6.ZA
without the tee, respectively. Tabl-e Vff shows a significant
correl-ation of r=,923 between the stride with the tee and
the stride without the tee (.of l-eveI).
Angle of the lead e1bow. This variabl-e was measured
with and without the tee. The mean and standard deviation
with and without the tee were L60,25 degrees and 11.94, and
I?L.t9 degrees and 5.2L' respectively. Table VII shows a
significant correlation of r---,?5? (.05 fevel) Uetween the
5B
angle of the lead elbow with the tee and the distance be-'
tween the elbows with the tee. Another .correlation r=-.225
(.05 level) was found between the angle of the l-ead elbow
without the tee and the length of the stride with the tee.
A correl-ation of r=-,795 (,OS 1eve1) was found between the
angle of the lead elbow with the tee and batting average.
Angle of the trjtil elbov,/. This variable was mea-
sured with and without the batting tee. The mean and .
standard deviation with and without the tee, respectively,
were 129.69 degrees and 14,61; and ITO.BL degrees and 12.53.
Table VII shows one significant correlation r=- .7BO (.05
level-), found between the angle of the trail elbow with the
tee and the distance between the elbows with the tee.
Angle of the trail knee. This variable was deter-
mined with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation with and without the tee, respectively,
were !50,3! degrees and 9.95; and L4.9.50 degrees and 8.58.
Two significant correlations invol-ved the trail knee with
the tee. These correl-ations were r=,843 relative to the
trail knee without the tee, (.05 Ievel) and r=,?38 rel-ative
to the perpendicular distance of the trail knee to the tee
(.OS level). The angle of the trail knee without the 
.tee
yielded significant correlation values when correlated with
the length of the stride. Values of r=-.809, (.05 leveI)
was found for the stride with the tee and r=- '?98 ' ( '05
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level) was found relati-ve to the stride without the tee.
These values are shown in faUle YII.
Anqle. of the trail ankIe. This variable was mea-
sured with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation with and without the tee respectively
were 132.O0 degrees and 27.t0 and 1ll0.00 degrees and L2.44.
As can be seen in Table VII, no significant correlations
were found
A correlation worth noting was found between the
angle of th.e trail knee with the tee and perpendicular dis-
tance of the trail ankle to the tee. This correlation
r=,705, was approaching sigrrificance at the ,05 level. A11
other correl-ations between the measures at contact for all
subjects were not significant.
Measures at Conlact for High Average Batters
A correl-ation matrix, shown in Tabl-e VIII, for all
measures taken at contact, was developed for high average
batters. Six significant correlations were found.
I
Batting average. This variable was correl-ated with
al-l other contact measures. Mean and standard deviation
were cal-cul-ated for this variabl-e and were 5+4,114 and t44.69,
respectively. A negative correl-ation of r=-.9?5, (.05' ]evel)
was found between batting average and the angle of the lead
elbow with the tee.
TABLE VIII
CORRELAT10N MATRIX――ME SUREMENTS AT CONTACT――HIGH AVERAGE BATTERS
Batting average
T,ead elbow with tee
Lead elbow without teeTrail elbow with tee
Trail elbow without teeTrail knee with tee
Trail knee without teeTrail ankle with tee
Trail ankle without tee
Perpendicular distance-hip
Perpendicular distance-knee
Perpendicular distance -ank1e
Between hands with tee
Between hands without tee
Between elbows with tee
Between elbows without tee
Stride with teeStride without tee
BAv 544.41+IAW L55,50
T,AWo 769 .50RAW 723.50
RAWO 727.50RKW I49.25
RKWo Lvg.tZRFW 7L9,25
RFWo t38,50HIP L2,OT
KNE 73.78ANK 23.L5
HANW 5.45HAWo 4.90
ErI^r L2.30Err]\Io 71.43
srl]\i 4.90
srr/\ro 7.52
144.69
12.44
6.98:
7.84
16。9o
8。07
8.6o
29.07
8.91
3033
2。97
2,午与
0。88
1。16
1.121
0170:
5.42
6.o5
1。00 …。9752■キ  ー36242
1。00       .6701
1。00
?
??
?
?
?
??
??
?
■■Sign■ficant beyond the .05 ■eve■ of significance
?
?
TABLE VIII (continued)
BAV   ―.16ol
LAW   ―。0432
LAWO  ―。4439
RAW    。5949
RAW0  1。00
RKW
RKWO
RFW
RFWO
HIP
KNE
ANK
HANlf
HAWO
ELW
ELWO
STW
STWO
.5593
-.4109
.2310
-.2397
-.864年
1.00
.o458
。0770
。7329-.0889
-。8390
。8300
1。00
.8379
-。9156
-.4159
05856
.14o2
03756
。o565
1。00
―.8465
。7805
。1127
-。0978
.5172
-。8744
-。561o~37738
1。00
.2288
-。0541
-・3709-.9449
-.4833
。2536
-。0708
-・3390
-00532
1。00
.0863
。1226
-。0454
-.9805■■
―.7185
。4236
.2325
-00452
-。0948
。9417
1。00
―.2071
。4151
.2748
-.9382
-.7686
.3766
.3822
-.6554
。o6o8
。7902
。9409
1。00
~33014
.2788
。8638
.4925
-.2730
03257
.7414
。0781
-.1987
-.69年1
-.4164
-.1620
1。00
―。8733
.7929
。7693
.3799
。2155
。4205
。1536
-.4844
。5929
-。6491
-.4644
-.1437
.6694
1。00
**significant beyond the .05 leveI of significanee
い
い
TABLE VIII (eontinued)
ELW ELWO STW STWO
BAV
LAW
LAWO
RAW
RAWO
RKW
RKWO
RFW
RFWO
HIP
KFiE
ANK
HA卜和r
HAWO
ELW
ELWO
STW
STWO
.698o
―。66o3
.1086
.2910
-.4808
.8465
。6748
。7679
-。9589■丼
―。1976
…。0973
-。1740
。4587
-・3444
1。00
.2077
-.1362
。6336
。1864  ,
―。6782
。8230
。9507=←姜
.3345
-.6949
~32842
-.0214
。0908
.8o25
.1187
。8339
1。00
.5730
….5910
-。9871■■
―。2217
.364o
―。2224
-。7262
。2902
-。0587
.5058
。1904
-。1244
-。9298
-。7908
-。1863
-.6756
1。00
.26?3
-.20LL
- .7 679
- .6592
. OB5B
-.2o78
- .6to7
-.1881
.t?39
,8245
.5928
.3586
-'9789+'"tr
- .6826
-.4456
fi^/^
-, (.)1
.8602
1 .00
*-*Significant beyond the .05 leve1 of siggrificance
?
?
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Angle of the lead eIbow. This variable was deter-
mined with and without the tee. The mean and standard
deviation were 755.50 degrees and I2,44 with the tee; and
L69,50 degrees and 6.gg without the tee respectively. A
negative correlation of r=-.987 (.OS l-evel) was found be-
tween the angle of the lead elbow without the tee and the
length of the stride with the tee.
Angle of the trail elbow. This variable was calcu-
l-ated with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were 123.50 degrees and ?,BU with the
tee; and 72L.50 degrees and 76.90 without ihe tee, respec-
tively. This angle with the tee correlated r=-.98I, (.05
leveI) re]ative to the perpendicular distance of the trail
knee to the tee.
Angle of the trail knee. This variable was measured
with and without the batting tee. The mean and standard de-
viation with and without the tee were 149.25 degrees and
8.07; and L49,72 degrees and 8.50, respectively. A correla-
tion of r=.957, (.05 l-eve1) was found between the angle of
the trail knee without the tee and the distance between el--
bows without the tee.
Ang■e of the trai■ank■e.  This
Iated with and without the
standard deviation with and
grees and 29,02; and 138,50
batting tee.
without the
degrees and
variab]e was calcu-
The mean and
tee were ttg,ZS de-
B .9t, respectively.
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This measure, without the tee, comelated r=-.959 (.O5
level-) with the distance between the elbows with the tee.
Perpendicular distance of the trail hip. This var■―
able was measured with the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were 72,07 inches and j,jj, respectively.
This measure did not correrate significantly with any of the
other measures for high average batters.
Perpendicular distance of the trail knee. This
variable was determined with the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were \3.?B inchei and 2,9?, respectively.
This measure yielded no significant correlations relative to
the other measures at contact.
ce of the tnkle.  This
variable was measured with the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were 2).75 inches and 2,44, respectively.
This variable did not correl-ate significantly with any of
the other measures at contact
l,inear distance between the wrists. This variable
was calcu1ated with and without the batting tee. The mean
and standard deviation with and without the tee, respective-
Iy, were 5.46 inches and .BB; and 4.90 inches and 1,16., A
significant correl-ation r=-,959 (.05 level) was found when
linear distance between the wrists with the tee was corre-
lated with the length of the stride without the tee.
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f,inear distance between the elbows. This variable
was measured with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were 72,30 inches and L,LZ with the tee,
respectively; and L|.43 inches and .70 without the tee, re-
spectively. This measuie did not correlate significantly
with any variables other than those already mentioned.
Stride. This variable was determined with and with-
out the batting tee. The mean and standard deviation were
4.9o inches and J.4Z witrr the tee, respectively; and ?.52
inches and 6,O5 without the tee, respectively. This measure
did not yield any further significant correlations relative
to any other of the contact measures being analyzed other
than those previouslY mentioned.
The ,05 level- of significance for the correlations
of the high average batters required a value of t=.95. The
following corelations were worth noting as they approached
significance at the .05 level. A correlation between the
angle of the trail ankle with the tee and the angle of the
lead el-bow with the tee yielded a va]ue of r= .gt6. A cor-
relation between the angle of the trail- elbow with the tee
and the perpendicular distance of the trail hip to the tee
yielded a val-ue of r=- ,945. When correlated, the perpen-
dicu]ar distance of the trail hip and the. perpendicul-ar
distance of the trail- knee yielded a correl-ation of r='942'
The perpendicular distance of the trail ankle to the tee
yielded a correlation of I.=-.938 with the angle of the trail
elbow with the tee, and a correlation o1 p='p41 with the
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perpendicular distance of the trail knee to the tee. The
last correlation worth notini; lvas r=.93 between the length
of the stride with the tee and the distance betv:een the
wrists with the tee.
Measures at Contact for_the Low Average Batters
The correlation matrix shown in Table IX for all
measures taken at contact, was developed for low average
batters. Six significant correlations were found
Batting average. The mean and standard deviation
for this measure were 381.59 and' l?,84' respectively. Bat-
ting average, when correlated with the angle of the trail
knee without the tee, yielded a significant correlation of
r=- .98? ( .OS level ) .
Anel-e of the lead e1bqw. This variable was measured
with and without the batting tee. The mean and standard
deviation were 165,OO degrees and 10.85 with the tee; and
L?Z,BB degrees and 2.66 without the tee, respectively. This
angle with the tee correfated, r=.99 (.05 Ievel), with the
angle of the trail elbow without the tee '
Angle of the trailelbow. This variable was deter-
mined with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation with and without the tee, respectively,
were 135 .BB degrees and 18.30 ; and tzo.I2 degrees and 'B '92 '
This measure yielded no further correlations than the one
alreadymentionedrel.ativetotheangleoftheleadelbow.
TABLE IX
CORRELAT工ON MATRIX――MEASUREMENTS AT CONTACT――LOW AVERAGE BATTERS
Batting average
lead elbow with tee
f,ead elbow without tee
Trail elbow with tee
Trail elbow without tee
Trail knee with tee
Trail knee without tee
Trail ankle with tee
Trail ankle wiihout tee
Perpendicular distance hiP
Perpendicular distance knee
Perpendicular distance ankle
Between hands with tee
Between hands without tee
Between el-bows with tee
Between elbows without tee
Stride with teeStride without tee
BAV 3BL.59rAW L65.oo
rAWo 172.BB
RAW t35.88
RAWO LzO.T2
RKV,I L5L,3B
RKWo 149. BBRFW L44,7 5
RFWO L47.50HrP t\ ,30
KNE L2.?5ANK 27.97
HANW 4.BOHAWo 4.t4
Err]lJ 1.0 .66EIj^rO 10,2),
STW 6,ZA
sTWo B.30
1。000  -.172年
1。000
-05051  -.1088
.6389   。5555
1。000    。9114
1。000
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
**significant beyond the .05 leveI of significance ??
TABLE IX (continued)
RAWO     RKW      RKWO     RFW     RFWO    HIP      KNE       ANK    HANW
BAV   ―.5943
LAW    .9896姜姜
LAWO   .6653
RAW    .5246
RAW0  1。00
RKW
RKWO
RFW
RFWO
HIP
KNE
ANK
HAplw
HAWO
ELW
ELWO
STW
STWO
.8417   ・5224
1300     08676
、  1.00
- .9245 - .98?Lxx - .vzot - .8068 - .7332 - .8399
.? 5?o .3959 .74?3 - .t203 .7876 .4?02
.54?6 .56+3 - .4788 ,0327 - .L943 .0685
. 749 .L?4? -.7233, -.)673 -.5587 -.29?o
~:::::  I:;';Z
oo167  -.2978
-.3139  -・4830
.6o20  -。6750
.8450  -.1885
。6550   。2751
。8698   。0734
.2031   。0220   。2855   。5662
。4715   .5575   。6852。8685
。2934   。8196   .6478   .7479
1。00 .516+ .9110 .8337
1。oo     。8o22   .7158     ,6118   。6991
1。00     09509■・X‐   。9304   ・2766
1。00 。9890■・X・ .04o5
1。00    -。0770
1。00
姜ISignificant beyond the .05 ■evel of sign■ficance
?
?
TABLE IX (continued)
ELWO      STW        STWO
BAV
LAW
LAWO
RAW
RAWO
RKW
RKWO
RFW
RFWO
HIP
KNE
A卜K
HANW
HAWO
ELW
ELWO
STW
STWO
.2593
-.8082
-.9043
-。9385
-。7797
-。4566
~32734
。年545
・3246
.3294
。0244
。0125
.6728
。6187
1。00
―.3591
-.4012
-。6o59
-。,8777
二.3074
。1740
03128
。7970
。7654
。8237
.6o81
.5711
。6556
09351
。7953
1。00
.8450
-。2422
-。716o
….4000
-,3588
-。6584
,¨9183
。0914
-。7026
-・3231
-。4244
-.3028
-・3698
-。0213
・3692
-。0799
1。00
.8755
-.1675
-.6o49
-.2562
-。2957
-.6626
-.9413
-.0267
-。8022
-。4362
-.5005
-・3754
-。4670
-。1599
。2356
-.2301
。9884■■
1。00
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?? ．?
??? ??
??
?
???
??? ?
????
???????????????????
?
**signifieant beyond the ,05 level- of significance
い0
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Ansle of the trail knee. ffris variable was measured.;
with and without the batting tee. The mean and standard
deviation with and without the tee, respectively, were
I57,38 degrees and t2.?6; and 149.88 degrees and 9'BB' This
measure yielded no further significant correlations than the
one previously mentioned relative to batting average.
Ansle of the trail ankIe. This variable v/as calcu-
lated with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were' re-qpectively, L44'75 degrees and
20.86 with the tee; and 7+I.5O degrees and 76,60 without the
tee. This measure correlated r=,958 (.05 leve1) with the
distance between the wrists without the tee.
Perpendicular distance of the trail hip. This vari-
able was calculated with the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were' respectively, 11.30 inches and 5,98
with the tee. A significant correlation of r= .95L ( .05
leve1) was found between this measure and the perpendicular
distance of the trail knee
Perpendicu■ar dttstance of the tra■■ kne .  ThiS
vaniable was measured with the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were 12,?6 inches and 5,49 ' respectively'
A correlation of r=,989 (.OS level-) was found between the
above measure and the perpendicular distance of the trail
ankl-e. The other significant correlation involving the
(1
7L
perpendicular distance of the trail knee was pr eviously men-
tioned, and invol-ved the perpendicular distance of the trail
hip.
Peroendicular distance of the trail ankle. This
variable was determined with the batting tee. The mean and
standard derriation were 27,9? inches and 5.2t, respectively'
The significant correlations involving this measure have
been mentioned previously, and involved the perpendicuf-ar
distance of the trail knee.
Linear_■■stance DetWeen the wrists.  This variab■e
was measured with and without the batting tee. The mean and
standard deviation were 4.BO inches and 7.24 with the tee,
respectively; and 4.L4 inches and .98 without the tee' re-
spectivel-y. The significant correlation involving these
linear measures were previously mentioned relative to the
angle of the trail ankle with the tee '
linear distance between the elbows. This variable
was determined with and without the batting tee. The mean
and standard deviation were L0,66 i-nches and 2'2+ with the
tee,respectively;andlo,23inchesand.60withoutthetee'
respectively. No significant correlations were found for
either of the situations invol-ving this linear measure'
stride.
out the batting
6.28 incheS and
This var■ab■e was
tee.  The mean and
5034 With the tee,
calculated with and with-
standard deviation were
respectivelY; and 8.30
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inches and ?,47 without the tee, respectively, When these
two measures were correlated with one another, a correlation
of r=.988 (.05 leveI) was found. No further significant
correl-ations were found for stride length and o'ther contact
measures,
some correlations for measures at contact for the
low average batters were approaching the ,05 1eve] of sig-
nificance of r=.950. Correlations of the angle of the trail
knee with the tee included r=-. 924 telative to the batting
average; r=- .918 relative to stride length with the t'ee; and
-.94t relative to the stride length without the tee. Corre-
lations involving the perpendicular distance of the trail
hip to the tee included a correlation of t=.971 with the
angle of the trail ankle with the tee; r=,93 with the per-
pendicular distance of the trail ankl-e to the tee; and t=,933
with the linear distance between the wrists without the tee.
Analvsis of Variance for Batting Averages
A one-way AI\oVA was calculated for the batting aver-
ages of the high and low average batters. As shown in
Table X, the F-test val-ue of 5.62 vias not significant at the
.05 ]eve}. The necessary F value for significance was 5'99'
one-wayandtwo-wayANoVAwereconductedforallan-
gular and linear measurements taken at ball contact' 'These
AN0VAs compared high average batters, }ow average batters,
swings with the tee, and swings without the tee '
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TABLE X
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF BATTING AVERAGES
Source of VariatiOn      df     SS      Ms      ‐Ft
Between groups(Hish avdrage-l-ow average ) r 597 50 .7 597 50 .7 5 ,623
Within groups
Total
5 63? 58.? 70626 .45
? L23509.4 xx xx
チF> 5.99 at 005 ■eve■of significance
fHAcA couEGE LtB[.Ard]
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ANOVA were performed for ( t ) perpendicular distance
of the trail hip to the tee, (2) perpendicular distance of
the trail kne.e to the tee, O) perpendicular distance of the
trail ankle to the tee, (4) the angle of the trail knee , (5)
the angle of the trail ankle , (6) angle of the trail elbow,
0) the linear distance between the wrists, and (B) the
length of the stride. A11 ANOVA yielded no significant
values. The above results are presented in Tab1es XI, XII,
XIII, XIV, XV, XVT, XVff, and XVIII.
An F va1ue worth mentioning was recorded for ANOVA
for linear distance betwben elbows with a value of 4.52 reI-
ative to the measure with the tee and without the tee as
shown in Tab1e XIX. The F-test value needed for signifi-
cance was 4.75 at the .05 leveI.
The angle of the l-ead elbow yielded the only signif-
icant F value for atl measures at contact. 'Tab1e XX shows
val_ue of J.B), (.05 l-evel) relative to the high average and
low average battersr scores.
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TABLE XI
ANAI」YSIS OF VARIANCE OF PERPENDICII‐IJAR DISTAN E OF TRAIL HIP
TO TEE AT CONTACT
Source of Var■ation    df      SS        MS      FI
Between groups
(High Avg―Low Avg)     1      100      100     。043
6 t4o .4? 23.4t
? tLt.t+? xx xx
Within groups
Total-
キF> 5。99 at .05 ■eve■ of significance
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TABLE XII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PERPENDICULAR DISTANCE OF TRAIL KNEE
TO TEE AT CONTACT
Source of Variation df SS MS lrr.-
Between groups(Higrr Av[-T,ow Arg) L 2.09 2,09 .oBz
6 L5z,ZB 25.46
7 15+.87 xx xx
Within groups
Total
IF 2 5。99 at 005 ■eVe■ of もignificance
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TABLE XIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PERPENDICULAR DttSTANCE OF TRAIL
ANKLE TO TEE AT CONTACT
' Source of Variati on df SS MS F-:i
?長Iどiervttf£:昇
SAvg)     1      238      2。
8
。145
Within groups
Total
6    115。74    19.29
7    118=54    xx      XX
キ´F >5。99 at .05 ■eVe■ of significance
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TABLE XIV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ANGLE OF TRAIL KNEE AT CONTACT
Source of Variance df SS MS Fう←
Between cells
A (HiSh Average-low
B (witrr Tee-Without
AB (Interaction)
Within cells
Total
Average )
Tee )
XX
8。26
2.64
1.9
1198.32
1211.12
XX     XX
8.26   .o8
2.64   。03
1。9    .02
99。86   xx
XX     XX
XX
1
1
1
12
15
F｀74。75 at O.5 ■eve■ ■eve■ of sigllificance
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TABLE XV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ANGLE OF TRAIL ANKLE AT CONTACT
Source of Variation MS F子df SS
Between ce■■       ‐
A (High Average―Low
B (With Tee―WithOut
AB (Interaction)
Within ce■■
Tota■   ・
Averag  )
Tee )
XX    XX
1   812。24
1   256。0
1   5o6.26
12  4905
15  6479。5
xx xx
BI2.2t+ 7 .99
256.0 .61
506.  7.24
4o8.7 5 xx
xx xx
丼F ン 4。75 at 。05 ■eve■ of significance
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TABLE XVI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ANGLE OF TRAIL ELBOW AT CONTACT
Source of Variance 
-df SS MS F{-
Beiween cell XX    XX       XX     XX
A (High Average―Low Average)  1   123。77  123。77   .645
1   319051  319・51  .665
1   290。64  290。64  1.514
12  2303・07  191。2   文x
15  2931099    XX     XX
B (W:-trr Tee-Without Tee)
AB (Interaction)
Within ceII
Total-
キFン4.75 at .05 ■eve■ of significance
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TABLE XVII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LINEAR DISTANCE BETWEEN WRISTS
AT CONTACT
Source of Variation df SS MS Ir?s
-
Between ce1l
A (Higfr Average-l,ow Average )
B (witfr Tee-Without Tee)
AB (fnteraction)
Within cefl-
Total
XX    XX      XX     XX
1    0。01 .01   .002
1     。10    。10   。02
1    2.52   2.52   .43
12   70。47   5。87    XX
15   73。1 XX     XX
IFン年゛75 at 。05 ■eve■ Of Signlficance
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TABLE XVII工
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LENGTH OF STRIDE
Source
Between ceIIs
A (ttigh Average-f,ow
B (Witfr Tee-Without
AB (fnteraction)
Within cell
Total
Average )
Tee )
XX
1
1
1
12
15
XX
4。62
21。62
.36
448。04
474。64
MS      F半
XX      XX
4。62  。124
21.62   .579
036   。olo
37034    XX
XX     XX
テF ァ |.75 at t05 ■eve■ Of SigniFiCance
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TABLE XIX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LINEAR DISTANCE BETWEEN ELBOWS
AT CONTACT                   ・
Source of Variation df SS 
-lqs
F半
Between cel-l-
A (HiSh Average-Low
B (w:-tn Tee-Without
AB (fnteraction)
Within cel-l
Total
xx xx xx
L 7.67 1.67
1 B. 05 B.o5
7 0,2 0,2
L2 2L,34 L,7B
15 31.26 xx
Average )
Tee )
XX
0938
4.52
。112
XX
XX
キFン'与.75 at .o5 ■eve■ of significance
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TABLE XX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ANGLE OF LEAD ELBOW
AT CONTACT
Source of Variation df SS MS F子
Between ce■■
A (High Average―Low Average)
B (Tee―Without Tee)
AB (Interaction)
Within ce■■
Tota■
XX    XX
1  478。51
1   165。76
1    37.53
12   984.69
15  1666.49
XX
478。51
165.76
37.53
82。06
XX
XX
5.83■■
2。02
0。457
XX
XX
'=F・>4。75 aヽt
・X‐子Significant
.05 l-evel of signifi<iance
at the .05 level- of significance
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Bat Paths
Bat paths of alt subjects were developed for (a)
swings using.the batting tee, and (b) for swings not using
the batting tee. To facilitate the analysis, a line of best
fit was determined to have a singte bat path for each subject
using the batting tee and a single bat path for each subject
when not using the batting tee. These calculations for the
paths are found in Appendix G. The bat paths were analyzed-
according to the information shown in Figure 9. (page 40).
This sample bat path describes the area covered in the swing
and the terminol-ogy empl'oyed in the following discussion'
when compared to one another several similarities
were observed among the subjects' swings. These can be ob-
served in Figure 10. The overa}l paths of the high average
batters were smooth and fl-owed from the starting point to
the followthrough with no abrupt change in direction.
A11 subjects approached thebatting tee on a fairly
1ow upward trajectory.' Tabte xxI shows the subject with the
greatest angle was subject three. The angle of swing through
the ball- was L2 degrees above the horizontal. The other
subjects ranged in upward angles from six degrees to nine
degrees.
The linear distance from the point of greatest con-
vexity of the turn of the foreswing to the point of greatest
convexity of the turn of the followthrough shown in Table
XXI ranged from ?5,04 inches to ?6.96 inches. The mean and
with th
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TABLE XXI
BAT PATH MEASUREMENTS FOR BOTH GROUPS
Upward
OrOup  
・       (lil賃:き)    (Wi:1:s)    (d:lrl:s)
High Average Batters
?
?
?
?
?
? ?
?
??
??
??
。?
?
??
?????
?
?
?
?
?
28。00
33・92
28。96
32.96
30096
3・34
24。00
28.96
24。96
32。00
27.48
4。26
32.96
25。92
33092
25092
29。68
5003
32。00
22。08
3':;:
300766.95
75。04
75。04
76.96
76。00
75。76
1。o6
73・92
72。00
79。04
79.04
76.00
4。15
8o。00
80。00
89。92
84。00
83.48
5。41
78。08
84。00
96。00
78。08
84。04
9,74
12
6
6  ・
9
8.25
3・31
10
13
13
13
11.50
1。998
Low Average Batters
With the tee
Subject l
2
7
8
X
S
Without the
Subject
Without the
Subject
tee
tee
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
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standard deviation for this distande were ?5,?5 inches and
7,09, respectively.
. 
Table.XXI shows vertical distance traveled by the
bat from the start of the downward phase of the foreswing
the area of contact. This variabl-e ranged from 28 inches
33.92 inches. The mean and standard deviation were 30.95
inches and 3.34, respectively.
Bat Iaths of High Averaee Batters Without the Batting Tee
The bat paths when not using the batting tee resem-
bled a mu6h fl-atter circle , a.S shown in Figure Lt, The '
distance from the beginning of the downward phase of the
foreswing to the area of contact is shown in Table XXI and
ranged from 24,00 inches to 32,00. The mean and standard
deviation were 2?.48 inches and 4,26, respectively.
Upward angles of swing, when movin65 through the area
of contact, ranged from 10 to L3 degrees. Three of the high
average batters exhibited greater angles without the tee
than with the tee,
The paths for tn" f,i-gf, average batters without the
tee were smooth. Subject five showed an abrupt change in
direction from backswing to foreswing. The foll-owthrough of
subject four was very cl-ose in the path to the end of the
foreswing of sub ject four. Foll-ovrthroughs for subjects five
and six continued beyond their backs and were visible.near
the downward phase of the foreswing.
The horizontal distance traveled by the bat was mea-
sured from the point of greatest convexity of the turn of
??????
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the foreswing to the point of greatest convexity of the
followthrough, and ranged from ?2 inches to 79,04 inches
(tatte XXI). The mean and standard deviation were 76.00
inches and 4.15., resPectivelY
Bat Paths ofJow Averaqe Battess With the Tee
. 
The.paths of the subjects' bats during the phase of
the foreswing when moving through the ball were afmost flat.
The upward angles of svring through contact ranged from three
to eight degrees. As shown in Figure L2, the overafl-. bat
paths of these subjects were flatter and resembled an el-
lipse rather than a circular or oblong figure as with the
high average batters. Subject eight, a left-handed batter'
used no backswing and shovred an abrupt turn to the follow-
through. This is shown in Figure 13.
Ttre vertical distance traveled by the bat was mea-
sured from the start of the downward phase of the foreswing
to the area of contact. Table XXI shows the 1ow average
batters' distances which ranged from 25,92 inches to 33,92
inches. The mean and 'standard Ceviation were 29.68 inches
and 5.03, resPectivelY.
The low average batters' horizontal distances, shown
in Table XXI, ranged from BO inches to 89.92 inches. The
mean and standard deviation were 83.48 inches and 5.4L, re-
spectively. The 1ow average batters reached back farther
away from the tee before turning the direction of the bat
to swing throu6Sh the 'bal-l- on the tee.
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Reference to Figure 14 will show that the paths of
these three s.ubjects were yery dissimilar. Subject seven
was the only subject that smoothly moved through the swing
but began by holding the bat high and had a sharp upswing on
the end of the followthrough. Subject tvio dropped the bat
on the downward phase of the foreswing and vras only 11 de-
grees from the horizontal prior to the turtl of the foreswing.
After contact phase, this subject's followthrough moved down-
ward from the horizontal instead of upward as previously
found with other followthroughs
The upward angle of swing through the approximate
point of contact, ranged from negative three to eleven de-
grees as shown in Table XXI.
The overall paths of these subjects had very little
resemblence to one another. As can be seen in Figure 14,
the paths were all very different in shape. Subject sevenr s
path was smooth from start to end, and subject two showed an
abrupt turn and a drop. at the followthrough. Subject eight
was a lefthanded batter. As can be seen in Figure 15, this
subject had no backswing. Subject eight's swing is rounded
at the foreswing end of the. swing and pointed at the foll-ow-
through area of the swing
The vertical distance traveled by the subjects' bats
from the beginning of the downward phase of the foreswing to
the designated area of contact, varied greatly. Tabl-e XXI
indicates a range from 22,08 inches to 36 j-nches. The mean
of the T,ow Avera'ge Baller hout the Tee
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and standard deviation vrere 30 ,?6 inches.
Table XXI shows the range of horizontal- distances
for low average batters to be from 78.08 inches to 96 inches.
The mean and standard deviation were 84.04 inches and 9,74,
:
respectively.
Comparison o t Paths of Hiversus f, tters
With the Tee
As can be seen in Figure 76, the low average batters'
paths fel1 outside the band containing the high average bat
paths. All of the followthrough of. the Iow average bat paths
was contained within the high average band except the ex-
treme end of subject two's and seven's paths. A11 low aver-
age bat paths at the point just prior to the area of contact
were above the paths of the high average band. The angle of
upward swing through contact ranged from six to twelve de-
grees for the high average batters, and three to five
degrees for the 1ow average batters.
ff the high average band during followthrough was
extended, it woul-d intersect the foreswing band of the.
paths. For the low average batters, only subject one would
intersect the foreswing area. The low average batters'
paths were wider and shorter overall, than the high average
batter's paths. I,ow average bat paths were from 80.0C
inches to 89,gZ inches wide and from 25.92 to 33,92 inches
high. The high average bat paths were from ?5,O4 to ?6.96
inehes wide and from 28.00 to 33,92 inches high.
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Comparison of Bat Paths__pF_High veTSus Low Average Batters
Without the Tee           ・
At1 high average batters started the backswing at a
lower point i'elative to where the 1ow average batters
started. This -can be seen in Figure 17, After the turn of
the foreswing, the high average batters' paths coincided
with one another and then spread apart after contact. Sub-
ject one, a l-ow average batter, had a path that vras included
in the high average band during the downward phase of'the
foreswing.
The fol-l-owthroughs of all low average batters'
intersect the high average band for sma1l sections of the
followthrough.
If extended during foll-owthrough, al-I high average
batters I paths would intersect the downward phase of their
foreswings. Only subject one of the low average batters had
a path that would intersect its own foreswing. The 1ow aver-
age bat paths were from 78.08 to 96 inches wide, and from
22.08 to 32.96 inches high. The high average bat paths were
from ?2 to ?9,04 inche's wide and from 24 to 32 inches high.
Analvsis of Variance of Bat Paths
two-way ANOVA relative to the vertical distance
traveled by the bat yielded no significant F value. This is
shown in Table XXII
An F value of 9.25 (.Ol level) was determined'by a
two-way ANOVA relative to the horizontal distance traveled
by the bat during the swing. This significant value
・99
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100
BA???
?
Source of Variation ??? SS MS Fキ
Between cell-s
A (uigrr Average-low
B (Witrr Tee-Without
AB (Interaction)
Within eeII
Total
Average )
Tee )
XX
5。77
4。01
16.77
232。79
263。35
XX
1
1
1
12
15
XX      XX
5077   .297
4。01  。207
16.77   0864
19。4o    xx
XX      XX
IFン 4。75 at .05 ■e,e■ of significance
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indicated a real difference between the high and Iow average
batters. No significant F-test values were yielded relative
to with and without the tee measures, as shovrn in Table XXIII.
Table XXIV shows an ANOVA performed for the upward
angle of swing through the balI. This value of ?.7t (,05
Ievel) demonstrated a significant difference between the
high and Iow average batters. A11 other F values viere not
signficant.
Hvpotheses Decisions
Based on the data analyzed.in this investigation,
the results failed to reject the null hypothesis in the fol-
lowing situations:
I. There were no signif icant interrel-ationships be-
trveen age, height, and years experience for the al-l subject
group, and any other demographic'and batting average data.
2, There were no significant interrelationships be-
tween age and years experience for the high average batter
group and any other demographic and batting average data.
3, There were no significant interrelationships be-
tween height and years experience and the other demographic
and batting average data for the 1ow average group.
4, There were no signif icant intemelationships be-
tween lead elbow without the tee, trail knee with the tee,
trail ankle without the tee, distance between the wrists with
and without the tee, and the other 1l variables at contact
for the all subject group.
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TABLE XXIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HORIZONTAL DISTANCE TRAVELED
BY BAT FROM FORESWING TURN TO FOLLOWTHROUGH
TURN OF SWING
Source of Variation df SS MS Fii
Between cell XX    XX      XX      XX
A (High Average―Low Average)  1  248.38  248.38  9。25■‐X・
B (With Tee―Without Tee)       1     .64     .64   。o23
AB (Interaction
Within cel-l-
Tota1
1    ….66    -:66  -.o24
12  322.16   26。85   xx
15  570。52    xx      xx
姜F - 4。75 at .05 ■eve■ Of Significance
IISignificant at the 。05■evb■ Of Significance
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TABLE XXTV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ANGLE OF UPWARD TRA」ECTO RY
OF BAT THROUGH BALL CONTACT
Source of Variation df SS MS FI
Between cells
A (H:-Sh Average-I,ow
B (Witfr Tee-Without
AB (fnteraction)
trtlithin cel-Is
Total
Average )
Tee )
XX
126。56
3。o6
22。57
196。75
348。94
XX
126。56
3006
22.57
16。40
XX
XX
7.71■■
e19
1・38
XX
XX
?
?
??
??
???????
?
?
IF - 4.75 at
景ISignificant
,0  level of significance
at the ,05 leve1 of significance
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5. There were no significaht interrelationships be-
tween trail elbow without the tee, trail knee with the tee,
trail ankle with the tee, perpendicular distance of the hip,
perpendicular distance of the ankIe, distance between wrists
without the tee, and the remaining L2 variabl-es.
6, There were no significant interrelationships be-
tween' the lead elbow without the tee, trail elbow with the
tee, trail knee with the tee, trail ankle without the tee, I
distance between the wrists with the tee, distance between
el-bows with. and without the tee, and the remaining 11 vari-
abl-es at contact for low average batters '
?, There was no significant difference in batting
averages between high and low average batters '
, B. There was no significant difference between high
and low average batters for the perpendicular distance of
the trail'hip, trail knee, and trail ankle to the tee.
9, There was no significant difference between high
and low average batters with and without the tee for the
following contact measqres; angle of the trail knee, angle
of the trail e1bow, distance between the wrists, and length
of stride
10. There was no significant difference between high
and low average batters with and without the tee for the
vertical- distance traveled by the bat from the start of the
foreswing to the area of contact'
The results of this investigation warranted rejec-
tion of the null- hypothesis in the following situations:
batting
for the
batting
average
to5
1. There was a significant relationship between
batting average and hits, and at bats and hits for the all
subject group.
2. There was a significant relationship between
average and hits, and subject's height and at bats
high average batter group.
3. There was a significant relationship between
average and age, and at bats and hits for the lovi
batter group.
4, There were significant relationships between the
fol-lowing measures at contact for the all- subject group:
batting average and angle of the l-ead elbow with the tee;
angle of the trail knee with the tee and angle of the trail
knee without the tee; angle of the trail knee with the tee
and perpendicular distance of th: trail knee; perpendicular
distance'of trail hip and perpendicular distance of the
trail knee to the tee; perpendicular distance of the trail
hip to the tee and PerPendicular distance of the trail ankle
to the tee; perpendicu.lar distance of the trail knee to the
tee and perpendicular distance of the trail ankle to the
tee; angle of the lead el-bow with the tee and distance be-
tween the elbows with the tee; angle of the trail elbow with
the tee and distance between elbows with the tee; dis.tance
between elbows with the tee and distance between the el-bows
without the tee; angle of the l-ead elbow without the tee and
length of stride with the tee; angle of trail knee without
the tee and length of stride with the tee; angle of the trail-
to6
knee without the tee and length of stride without the tee;
and length of stride with the tee and length of stride with-
out the tee. 
.
5, There were significant relationships between the
following measures at contact for the high average batter
group: batting average and angle of the lead elbow with the
tee; angle of the l-ead elbow without the tee and length of
the stride with the tee; angle of the trail ankl-e without
the tee and distance between the elbows with the tee; angle
of the trail el-bow with the tee and perpendicular distance
of trail knee from the tee; angle of the trail knee without
the tee and distance between the elbows without the tee, and
distance between the wrists with the tee and length of
stride without the tee.
6. There were significant relationships between the
fofl-owing measures at contact for the 1ow average batter
group: perpendicul-ar distance of the trail hip to the tee
and perpendicul-ar distance of the trail knee to the tee;
perpendicular distance. of the trail knee to the tee and
perpendicular distance of the trail ankle to the tee, length
of the stride with the tee and length of the stride without
the tee; angle of the lead el-bow with the tee and. angle of
the trail elbow without the tee; batting average and angle
of the trail knee without the tee; and angle of the trail
ankle with the tee and distance between the wrists without
the tee.
r07
' 7. There was a significartt difference of the angle
of the lead elbow at contact between the high average batter
group and th9 lovr average batter group,
B. There was a significant difference in horizontal
distance traveied by the bat between the high average batter
group and the 1ow average batter group.
. 
g. There was a significant difference in the angle
of upward trajectory of the bat through the bal-l contact be-
tween the high average batter group and the Iow average
group
Summary
Data for analysis were gathered from batting profile
sheets from the subjects' respective coaches, demographic
data supplied by the subjects, angular and linear measure-
rnents from the fi1ms, and. plotted bat paths for al-l- subjects.
Angle pairs were correlated to establish a reliability of
trial to trial, with and without the batting tee for each
subject. As a result of the rel-iabilities, a mean value was
utilized for al-I measurements from the fi1m. Means and
standard deviations were calculated for each variabl-e ana-
lyzed in the study.
Pearson Product Moment Correlations were done for
all demographic data and all contact measurement data for
the three groups: all subjects, high average batters. and
low average batters. The significant and nonsignficant cor-
relations were presented in this chapterr
ANOVA's were performed
batters, low average batters,
and swings without the batting
tact, batting average 
' 
and all
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relative to high average
swings with the batting tee,
tee for each measure at con-
bat path measurementr
Chapter J. 
.
DISCUSSION OF RESUITS
Data for this investigation incl-uded batting pro-
fiIes, subjects' demographic information, and angular' and
linear measurements taken from film tracings. Discussion
will include the significant aspects of demographic data and
the batting film tracings
Demographic Data
For al_1 subjects, significant correlations were
found for hits and batting average,, and hits and at bats '
These correl-atiOns, significant at the .01 and .05 l-eve]s
respectively, could be expected. The batting average of a
subject was directly related to the numberof hits granted
to the batter and the number of times at bat. The coruela-
tion between batting average and hits was also significant
(.Og level) for high average batters. This relationship may
be explained because the batting average is directly rel-ated
to the number of hits a batter gets. A correlation of
r=,9?4 (.05 level) between .subject height and at bats for
high average batters was found. There is no concrete evi-
dence to explain this comelation. It is possibfe that
because of body height, which would j-ncrease the area of
playing field that a player could cover, the talIer players
were given more opportunity to play and hence more times at
109
bat。
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It must also be recognized that taiter players have longer
body levers. The correlation between at bats and hits was
r=,994 (.Of ].eveI) for the 1ow average batter group. This
r:elationship can be explained 1ogica11y because as hits in-
crease, the number of times at bat must also increase.
Batting average and age correl-ated. r=.9?I (.05 level), for
1ow hverage batters. There was no available evidence to ex-
plain this correfation. However, it is feasible that'the
older players were able to better utilize the coaching hints
and verba]. feedback they received from coaches, umpires, and
other players. This ability could have lead to more success
in batting and an increase in battin€5 average.
It should be noted that the years of playing experi-
ence.and batting average correlated only r=.188 for low
average batters, and r=-. BB9 for high average batters.
Again, there is no availabfe evidence to explain this result.
The investigator believes that the negative correlatj-on for
the high average batters was due to the possibility that the
advanced players were required, bY their coaches, to perform
more advanced plays including bunting, place hitting, and
hit and run p1ays. These plays can easily fead to a lowered
batting average and placing the hitter in jeopardy of being
put ou-t more often, than if the hitter was only required to
go to the plate and hit the ball-.
fndividual- Measures at Contact
ANoVA applied to the linear and angular data with
and without the tee resulted in no significant differences.
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Thus, the discussion is limited to batting with the tee.
Race 3?), in his study, found that the rear (trail) el-bow
flexion of his subjects was under 735 degrees as they ap-
proached bat contact with the baIl. A mean angle of 129,69
degrees with'the tee was found for the all subject group.
When the mean angle was calculated for the high average
group, the 'ang1e was 123.5 degrees with the tee. A mean
angle of t35.BB degrees with the tee was calculated t:" the
l-ow average batters. The more successful batters demon-
strated a smaller angle with the rear (trail) elbow. Bunn
(3) anO Swimley (401 advocated an increase in the extension'
of the forearms and the lower (trail) arm' respectively, as
the batter approached contact. The results of this inves-
tigation uphold Race's 07) findings and refute Swimley's
(40) and Bunn's (3) statements.
McCord (32) bel-ieved that the angle of the lead eI-
bow should be slightly more than 120 degrees. The mean lead
elbow angl-e with the tee was 760,25 degrees for the all- sub-
ject group t t55.J degrees for the high average group; and
165 degrees for the low average group. These results di-
rectl-y refute McCord's (12)- findingsr &s t+" subjects all-
approach angles of 1BO degrees; thus straightening arms at
contact. Breen (Zl) stated that the leading forearm should
tend to straighten at the beginning of the swing for greater
bat speed. gunn (3) advocates increased extension of'the
forearms to increase the linear velocity. Hay (B) stated
that good batters hold the lead arm straight or nearly
Lt2
straight. The findings of this investigation, 3s previously
stated, agree with these three experts.
McCord (32) advocated. that the angle of the trail-
knee be approximately 140 degrees. He believed that this
was the best force producing angle for takeoff after the
hit. The mean measurements with the tee were 15O.32 degrees
for the all- subject group, 749.25 degrees for high average
group, and 75L.38 degrees for the 1ow average 8roup. A11
mean values for this investigation lvere greater for the
trail knee than advocated by McCord ,1,2) . This difference,
in degrees, was slight and not of enough magnitude to refute
McCord OZ) . Watts (46) also pointed out that a slight bend
in the trail knee was necessary at stride for effective
hitting
lopiano (53) has suggested that the average stride
for female players should be 13 inches. Breen (Zl), T,opiano
lSil and Siedentop (16) have all Stated that an efficient
stride was consistent in length and. in the spot placement'
The results of this investigation refuted this information.
The mean stride with the tee was 4.g inches for all subjects,
6.28 inches for high average batters and 5,59 inches for l-ow
average batters. Though these means appear fairly consj-s-
tent, further statistical analysis showed large standard
deviations of 5,42 inches for all subjects, 5.34 inches for
high average batters, and 5.03 inches for low average bat-
ters with the tee. This result indicated that the range of
the strides was great. (O to t}.z inches) It should be
tt3
noted that the variables of age and body height had low
standard deviations of L,47 years and 7,25 inches, respec-
tively. Thusly, age and body height do not appear as
contributors to the stride length. Bunn (3) stated that if
the stride was too far the batter would fal-l away from the
pitch and lose the force from the bat. Hay (B) advocated
a short stride but was not specific as to length. McCord
()Z) elaborated on the problems of a long stride. He sug- 
-
gested that a longer stride caused.an increase in head move-
ment which would cause an j-ncrease in the difficulty of
watching the ball and a'greater distance for the bat to
travel to contact the baII. Weiskopf Qil also advocated a
short stride. subjects ranged from 0.0 inches to 78,2
i-nches with the -tee. These mean stride lengths agree with
the experts advocating a short stride. Tlie investigator be-
l-ieves that the subjects who strided under'eight inches were
not striding far enough to be as effective as possible, due
to the batting tee and experimental situation'
Correlated MeAsures at Contact
Relative to the resul-ts of this investigation, vari-
ous correlations were found to be significant. Explanations
as to the reasons for their significance were difficult in
some instances due to the lack of literature discussing
these measures and correlations
As batting average increased, the angle of the lead
elbow with the tee decreased (increased ftexion) in both the
all subject group r=- .?95 (.05 level), and the high avera'ge
LL+
group r=-,9?5 (,OS leveI). ltcCora (32) advocated a 7ZO de-
gree ang1e, much smafler than any angles of the subjects of
this investigation. This correlation shows agreement with
the beliefs of Breen (Z)), Bunn (3), and Hay (B) ' who all
advocate a straightening tendency of the lead elbow. The
correlation can be further interpreted in light of the mean
angles for the lead e1bow. The investigator believes that
the mean angles and correl-ations relative to the literature
indicate a tendency for an angle to range between LZO and.
180 degrees
Some of the correlations indicate tendencies toward
logical expectations of results. Because of the anatomical
construction of joints and the fact that the hip, knee, and
ankle joints work in conjunction with one another, explana-
tions can be given
A correlation of r=.?38 (.OS level) was determined
between the angle of trail- knee with the tee and the perpen-
dicular distance of the tr=.il knee from the tee for all sub-
jects. As the angle of the trail- knee increased, or
approached 180 degrees, the perpendicular distance of the
trail knee to the tee increased because of the logical ana-
tomical sequence. Without moving the foot, extension of the
knee necessitates an j-ncrease in distance from the t"g.
When the perpendicular distance of the hip from the
tee i-ncreased, the perpendicul-ar distance of the knee from
the tee also increased. Significant correlations of r=.945
(.01 level) for alt subjects and r=.95t (.05 level) for l-ow
LL5
average batters were r-ound. A correlation of r=.942 was
catculated for high average batters. These correlations were
the result of the anatomical sequence of hip and knee and of
the batting sequence of striding. Without striding, the
batter could increase the perpendicular hip distance and de-
crease the perpendicular knee distance by increasing knee
flexion and l-owering the trail hip toward the trail ankle.
This sequence would probably cause a negative effect on the
swing by pulling some of the force away from the ball as the
batter l-eans back at contact. As the perpendicular distance
of the hip increased, the perpendicular distance of the
ankle from the tee increased significantly relative to the
all subject group and the low average batter group. These
correlati-ons were r=.898 (.of level-) and r=,930, approaching
significance at the .05 leve1' respectively. This relation-
slhip was -rel-ated to the anatomical sequence of the three
joints of the Ieg and the batting sequence. To continue the
sequence, significant correl-ations were recorded between
perpendicular distance. of the knee to the tee and perpendic-
ular distance of the ankle to the tee. The correfations
were r=.980 (.Of leve1) for the all subject group and r-,g47,
approaching significance at the ,05 level for the l-ow aver-
age group. These correlations indicated that as the
distance from the knee to the tee increased, the distance
from the ankl-e to the tee increased. With the trail- 1e8,
the hip rotation is inward and extension of the knee joint
requires dorsal flexion at the ankl-e (l-owering of
toward the ground).
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the hee■
An increase in the angle of the lead elbow with the
tee caused a significant decrease in the distance between
the elbows with the tee. The correlation was r=-,?5? (,OS
level-) fon the all subject group. This correlati-on, to a
point, can be explained by the nature of the bat swing. As
the l-ead el-bow extension increases, it necessitates an in=
crease in the extension of the trail el-bow. Without the
reciprocal extension of the elbows, the batter would be re-
quired to greatly adduct the trail shoul-der in order to
swing, and the end of the bat could not be brought through
the ball with anything but wrist power from the trail arm.
Two other correlations were recorded in conjr.tnction with
el_bow extension. A correlation of r=-.?80 (.05 level_) for
the all- slrbject group indicated that as the angle of the
trail- elbow with the tee increased, the distance between the
elbows with the tee decreased. The correlation of r=-.939,
approaching significance at ,05 level for low average
batters, indicated that an increase in the angle of the
trail- el-bow with the tee rel-ated to a decrease in the dis-
tance between the elbows rvithout the tee. This result is
upheld by the above explanation, and that if the distance
between the elbows did not decrease, the power behind the
bat woutd decrease as the batter would be at a probable
mechanical disadvantage
LL7
For the al-l subject group' a correlation of r=,705'
approaching significance at the .05 1eve1, was found between
the angle of.the trail knee with the tee and the perpendic-
ul-ar distance of the ankle from the tee. Anatomical
considerations explained this correlation. When the batter
extends the trail knee, the lower extremity is lengthened
relative to linear distances. The lengthening of the lower
extremity requires a decrease in the distance of the trail-
heel from the fl-oor and thusly would increase the perpendic-
ular distance of the ankl-e to the tee. Without lowering the
hee1, the batter would be forced to el-evate the hip to com-
pensate for the angular change at the knee. This anatomical
sequence also explained a correfation of t=,9L1 approaching
significance at the .05 level for 1ow average batters. As
the angle of the trail ankl-e with the tee increased, the
perpendiaular distance of the trail hip to the tee increased'
A correlation o1 p=-.p81 (.05 leve]) for the high average
batting group indicated that an increase in the angIe. of the
trail elbow with the tee caused a decrease in the perpendic-
ular distance of the trail knee to the tee. As the batter
extends the arms to reach the ba1], she must also make ad-
justments through the other body parts. A necessary
adjustment in this respect was seen in a decrease in.the
perpendicul-ar distance of the trail knee to the tee. The
batters have adjusted their lower body to al-Iow for effec-
tive use of the decrease in the elbow angle '
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An increase in the angle of the lead elbow with the
tee caused a decrease in the angle of the trail ankle with
the tee. This was shown by a correlation for high average
batters of r=-.9L6, approaching significance at the .05
l-evel-. This occurrence was explained by the sequence of ad-
justments mentioned above. The grip of the hands on the bat
causes the el-bows to be related in movemeni when swinging.
Two further correlations from the high average bat-
ter group were related to the trail- el-bow. A correlation of
r=-. 945, approaching signif icance at .05 l-evel- 
' 
was calcu-
l-ated between the trail elbow with the tee and the
perpendicular distance of the trail hip to the tee. A cor-
relation of r=- .938, approaching significance at .05 level,
was found between the angle of the trail elbow with the tee
and the perpendicular distance of the trail- ankle from the
tee. Both correl-ations were interpreted as an increase in
the angle of the trail el-bow causing a decrease in the other
measure, mainly the perpendicul-ar distance of the trail hip
and the perpendicufar, distance ofrthe,trail anklerto the.tee.
These correlations were explained by examination of the bat-
ting sequence. An increase in the angle of the trail el-bow
resulted from the batter reaching to contact the ball and
completely swinging through the baII. In order to make this
reach effective, the batter also adjusted the angle of the
knee and hence caused a decrease in the perpendicular dis-
tance of the trail- ank1e and traif hip. Swimley (40) stated
that in order for batters to increase their hitting power,
ltg
they had to extend the lead Ieg and trail elbow at impact.
His statement agrees with the resu1ts found in this inves-
tigation. An extension of the lead leg and trail elbow
necessitates an adjustment in the degree of fl-exion of the
trail Ieg.
A correlation of r=-.93O, approaching significance
at ,A5 level-, for high average batters was determined be-
tween the linear distance between the vrists with the tee
and the length of the stride with the tee. A possible ex-
planation for this correlation rel-ates to the util-izd.tion of
pronation and supination of the wrists through contact.
This correlation suggested that an increase in the distance
between the wrists was related to a decrease in the stride.
A batter who uses a short stride will contact the ball more
off the midline of the body and hence will be forced to
reach further ahead to contact the ball initially' and a de-
crease in the pronation and supination of the vrrists anC
thus a decrease in the distance between the wrists lvi11 be
evident.
A correlation of r=-.98? (..0S level) with the tee
and was calculated for the 1ow average batter group relative
to batting average and the angle of the trail knee. The
possibl-e explanati-on for batting average increasing, whi1e
the angle of the trail knee decreased, stems from Swimley's
(ll01 study. He stated that extension of the lead leg'was
necessary to increase hitting power. An extension of the
fead 1eg would probably cause the batter to lower the heel
!20
of the trail 1eg and cause extension of the trail knee, or
an increase in the angle of the trail knee
Further significant correlations were determined,
but, because of the trvo separate filming situations, the
meaning is doubtful-.
Bat Paths
The mean upward angle of swing for the low average
batters was five Qegrees with the tee and 3,5 degrees-with-
out the tee. The standard deviation was 2.+9 degrees and
B.tj degrees, respectively. The upward angle of swing for
the high average batters was greater. The mean and stand'ard
deviation were 8.25 degrees and 3,31 with the tee; and LL'5
degrees and two without the tee, respectively. Williams
(l+B) suggested that the batter should flatten the bat path
to reduce the height of the ball.in the air, and that a
slight upswing would produce a long baII. The author failed
to define his interpretation of a "s1i-ght" upswing. The
lower average batters of this investigation have lowebed th.e
bat path through the ball and the high average batters of
this investigation have a higher mean upward angle of swing'
The resultant trajectory of the bal-1 was unknown from this
investigation, but the data of this study appeared to refute
William' 
" 
(49) statements.
The mean width of the high average bat paths with
and without the tee was smal-Ier than that of the low average
batters. The mean and standard deviation of the high aver-
age bat path widths were ?5.?6 inches and 1.05 with the tee;
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anQ 75 inches and 4.75 without the tee, respectively. The
low average bat path widths mean and standard deviation were
83.48 inches and 5,4L with the tee and B&.04 inches and
9.74 rvithout the tee, respectively. Vaughn (4t), in his
study, found that a short swing with wrist action was the
most conducive to hitting for a high batting average. These
resufts uphold the conclusions made by Vaughn (41).
The mean height of the bat paths of the high average
batters was similar to the mean height of the lovi average
batters. The high average group paths were slightly.higher
with the tee and slightly l-ower without the tee. The mean
and standard deviation were 29.68 inches and, J.OJ with the
tee and 30.?6 inches and 6,95 without the tee for the low
average group respectively; and 30.96 inches and 3.34 rryith
the tee and 2?.48 inches and 4.26 without the tee for the
high average group, respectively. No l-iterature was found
to refute or agree with this investigation's data. The l-ack
of previous studies l-ead the investigator to believe that
the vertical- distance traveled by the bat (neigfrt) had
Iittle bearing on the success of the hitters in this study.
The foll-owthroughs of subjects five and six, (Uottr
high average batters) without the tee, and subject five with
the tee were the only bat paths that finished behind the
backs of the subjects. This data agreed with the statements
of Hay (B) and Watkins (4S1. Hay (B) advocated the use of
a complete foll-owthrough to reduce injury risk and to pre-
vent interference with the force application to the bal].
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Watkins (45) advocated a followthrough to behind the head of
the batter. A11 other subjects of this 
.investigation com-
pleted the followthroughs in front of the body.
Analvsis of Variance
An ANOVA, calculated for the angl-e of the lead elbow
at contact, yielded an F value of J,B) (.05 l-evel). This
F value indicated that there was a significant difference
{or the angle of the lead elbow between the high average and
low average batter groups without regard to the batting tee.
The investigator bel-ieves that the 
-lead arm has great bear-
ing on the success of a batter as the significant resu-It
tends to uphold the importance of the lead arm. The smal-l
mean difference (6.44 degrees) in the size of this angle be-
tween the batting groups in this investigation tends to
indicate an optimum range of the ,angle of the l-ead elbow
for increased batting average
ANOVA calcul-ations for the bat path measures yielded
two significant F val-ues. Relative' to the horizontal' dis-
tance traveled by the bat (width of the swing), an F value
of 9.25 (.05 level) was determi,'Ied. This value indicated
that there was a significant difference between the high
average batter group and the low average batter group re-
gardfess of the presence of the batting tee. An F value of
?.?l (.05 level) was found relative to the angle of upward
trajectory of the bat through ball- contact. This value in-
dicated a significant difference between the high and low
average batting groups, reSardless of the presence of the
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batting tee. lopiano (53) and Vaughn (41) staied that a
more compact swing or a shorter swing vrith wrist action was
most conducive to high average batting. The significant
ANOVA resu1ts for the width of swings further suggests the
shorter, more compact swing lead to more success in hitting,
and higher batting averages.
. 
Wil-Iiams (441 stated that a slight upward swing rvas
conducive to long ball hitting. He did not define "sI-ight,"
and the result of this investigation tends to indicate that,
for the subjects involved, the greater uplard angle was more
conducive'to the high batting average. The investigator be-
lieves that this result also indicates an optimum range for
the upward angle of swing for the greatest success.
Summary
Discussion has been presented in this chapter
relative to the findings of this investigation. In Chapter
6, conclusions will be drawn based on these results and im-
plications for further research wil-l be presented.
Chapter 6
SITIUiIANY, CONCIUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter summarizes this investigation, drawing
conclusions from the results and proposing recommendations
for further study.
Summary
The purpose of this investigation was to conduct a
kinematic analysis of selected phases of softbal-l batting
form of eight female softbal-l players. The subjects of this
study (w=B) were randomly selected high school- varsity soft-
ball players chosen from squad lists submitted by coaches of
the selected participant school-s.
Tl" film seqrience took place in a high school- glrmna-
sium and involved a sof tbal-I bat, bat'bing tee , and sof tbal-ls .
The subjects dressed in dark shirts, shorts and knee socks
and had marks placed on them with tape to facilitate analy:
sis.
Filming involved the use of a Bol-ex 16 mm. movie
camera and a homemade beam splitter. A grid, B feet by B
feet, divided into six inch squares v,,as superimposed on the
subject by means of a beam splitter. The film was Kodak
Tri-X Reversal- fi.l-m and was run at the 64 frames per second
setting on the camera. The camera calibration showed camera
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speed to be 58.OZ frames per second. The camera
wound for each subject's trial to *i.,i*ir" film
changes.
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was fuI1y
spe ed
The eight female subjects were divided into two
groups for analysis. The groups were based on batting aver-
age for the t9?5 season. A batting average of ,4zo or
better was .considered high average batting. The batting
averages were calcufated from the batting profile sheets
that had been submitted for each subject.
The first part of the testing situation involved
eaeh subject taking two trial-s at hitting a softbal-l- off a
batting tee while being filmed. The second part of the test
involved two trial-s swinging at an imaginary pitched ball
while being fil-med. These four trials for each subject vrere
arwlyzed to obtain angular ahd linear measuremeuts for com-
parison of swings in the batting average groups with and
without the batting tee.
Analysis was done using the angular and linear
measurements at ball contact, and plotting bat paths for
each subject. Analysis included calcul-ation of the mean and
standard deviation for each demographic, contact and bat
path variable, formation of a correlation matrix for each
category of the analysis, and AN0VA for individual contact
measures and bat path measures to test for differences'
The more prominent significant relationships (.'05
Ieve1) for demographic data incl-uded height and at bats for
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the high average batter group and batting average and age
for the low average. batter group.
A variety of significant correlations vrere found
relative to the linear and angular measurements at contact.
Most of these correlations were explained by means of logi-
cal anatornical sequences. These correlations incl-uded an
increase in the angle of the lead and trail- elborvs vrith and
without the tee causing a decrease in the distance bet.ween
the elbows at contact; changes in the angle of the trail
knee and trail- anl<le causing changes in the perpendicur-ar
distances of the trail- hip, trail knee, and trail ankl_e.
consistency between trials with the tee and trial-s without
the tee was found for the angle of the trail_ knee, distance
between the elbows, and length of the stride for the all
subject group. The high average bat'ter group was eonsistent
relative to stride length.
The high average batter group was. significantly dif-
ferent (.05 l-evel-) from the Iow average group on three
variables. The high average batter group recorded smaller
angles of the lead elbow, gr€Eter angle of upward swing of
the bat through contact, and l-ess horizontal distance of the
bat swi.ng than the 1ow average batter group, with no regard
for the presence or absence of the batting tee.
C oncl-us i ons
Within
ing conclusions
the realm of this investigation, the fol-Iow-
are warranted:
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1. High average batter group use a shorter, more
compact swing than 1ow average batter group with and without
the batting tee.
2, High average batter group use a greater upward
angle of swing of the bat through ball contact than low
average batter group both with and without the batting tee.
3, The angle of the lead elbow in the high average
batter group was smaller than the angle of the l-ead el-bow in
the lovr average batter group both with and without the bat-
ting tee.
Recommendations for Further Studv
In vj-ew of the findings of this investigation, cer-
tain recommendations are presented with regar.d to further
study
1. The probl-em at hand needs to be filmed in addi-
tional viOws of the subject. There is a need for an over-
head as well as a side view to facilitate analysis of
vel-ocities, accelerations and the degree of body lean at
various points in the batting sequence.
2. Apparatus should be employed to measure the
change of weight distribution on the feet of the subjects
through the batting sequence'.
3, A study should be designed to investigate .the
amount of hip rotation, the change in l-evel of the head and
shoulders, and the angle of projection of the ball after
contact.
1,28
4. A study needs to be penformed at a higher frame
per second film speed to obtain clearer pictures of the bat-
ting sequence. and establishment of the exact point of
contact and the area of the ball that was contacted.
5, The' probl-em of proper batting technique requires
a study employing more subjects of a wider range of batting
averages thhn this investigation used.
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March 18, 1975
Dear Sir:
Your school has been selected, along with five other
Finger T,ake.s Schools, in a random drawing to participate in
my graduate thesis project. The participation I ask wil-l-
require three O) girls from your interscholastic softbal-l
team to meet in Newark for one Saturday morning to be filmed
hitting softballs. I vrill al-so ask your girls' coach to
fill out a batting profile sheet on each girl for the L975
season.
The time needed from the girls and from the coach is
minimal, but of extreme importance. The girls to partici-pate will be drawn randomly after the squad lists have been
received.,
Because time is of the essence, pfease notify me ifyour school woul-d rather not participate so f may contact an
al-ternate. I assure you that names and results will be
strictly confidential .
Sincerely,
Karen E. Hegeman
Newark Centra■ Schoo■
Newark, NY 14513
KEH/ee
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Dear Coach,
The foll-owing girls have been chosen from your squad
to be subjects in a study on high school girl's softball
batting. Pl-ease keep the enclosed record on each girl and
return it to me after your season is complete.
G]RTS
・ RETURN TO:  Karen E3 Hegeman
Newark Centra■ Schoo■
Newark, NY 14513‐
Sincerely,
APPENDIX C
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L3tt'
AGE YEARS EXPERIENCE
Inning 1 2 3 ル 5 6 7 8 9 10
Game  l
Game  2
Game  3
Game  4
Game  5
Game  6
Game  7
Game  8
Game  9
Game 10
Kev
lB……Sing■e    ′
2B……Doub■e
3B――Tr■p■e
HR―Homerun
E――Error a■■owed
BBニーWa■k
K――Strike out
O――Out at Base
FO―F■y out, pop
Directions:
BT――Bunt
hitter to get On
out, line out
f. eiff in one box Per2, Use only sYmbols in
time at bat each game
key
3, Er@ bY ball easilY getting bY
Eeffig-ToucIed and baubled by a fiel-der
Or
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Dear
You have been chosen, along with two other members
of your girls' varsity softball team to participate in a
film study of high school girl's softball batting. This
project is for a graduate thesis being completed for Ithaca 
-
College and includes eighteen players from six schools in
the Finger Lakes T,eague.
A11 I ask of you'is to be at the Newark senior High .
School, 625 Peirson Avenue, Newark, New York on Saturday
,dt . Come dressed in
a long sleeve, dark top and dark shorts and knee socks. It
will take approximately tvto hours for the group to complete
the hitting. Your actual time wifl be about J minutes.
It is extremely important that I know if you vril-l be
there or not. To complete this proiect, all 18 subjects
must come at the same time. Please return the attached
portion of this ■et er to me by
P]ease shovr this letter to your parents and assure
them no names will be used, .and none but myself wil-I see the
films. Thank You.
Sincerely,
Karen E. Hegeman
Grad. Student, I. C.
Newark Central School-
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RETURN THIS SHEET TO I
Miss Karen E. Hegeman
Newark Central School
Newark, NY t4573
Name
Age
School
I am interested in being in the study
I am not interested, please contact an alternate.
r, give my daughter
permission to take part in the graduate thesis study filming
at Newark Centra■Schoo■ On . I ful1y
understand that her name will be kept confidential, and that
the films wil-I not be made Public.
SiEynature
Date Signed
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RAW DATA
At Contact
Perpendicu■ar distance
Subj/  Lead  Trai■ Trai■  Trai■ to tee:
Hit   E■bow E■bow  Knee  Ank■e  Hip Knee  Ank■
Distanee betweehl
Hands El-bows
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
2-1
2-3
2-4
2-5
177
162
170
174
169
152
174
176
142
162
180
171
145
134
161
158
163
115
121
123
154
152
102
131
117
132
100
■0年
118
108
115
111
129
120
120
141
157
132
137
140
143
148
154
147
162
158
161
162
151
144
155
141
150
148
145
139
159
12年
119
119
113
120
142
136
1年1
127
124
133
81
156
135
148
143
124
2.5
1.75
1。0
0。7
2.8
2.2
2。0
2.2
1。25
1.6
1.2
0.9
301
3.2
2.8
2.2
3.8
3。75
4025
4。1
・5
。55
.65
。50
09
。8
04
055
。70
。85
。75
。80
1.6
1055
1.55
1.55
1.45
1.6
1.5
1。5
2.3
2。05
2.10
1005
1。70
1。85
1.7
1.8
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
? ??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
1。9  2.4
1。65  2。1
300
2。5
2。0
2。3
。70   1。9
.75   2.10
。50   1。7
.6o   l.8
Subj/  Lead  Trai■
Hit   E■bow  E■bow
Perpendicular distanceTrail Trail to tee: Distance betweenrKnee Ankle Hip Kgree Ankle Hands Elbows
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4
166
161
174
171
169
136
169
170
175
180
178
172
131
133
141
139
?
?? ??
???
???
?
?
?
?
?
??
?????
???
?
】?
???
????
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
104
124
167
126
161
153
16o
155
3.5
3・1
。90
1。0
1.0
1,0
,90   2.15
1.05   2.3
。80   1。7
。85   1。8
。6o   l.4
080   1。5
。80   1.70
。70   1。6
1。8
1.9
1。8
1。75
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
???????
?
???
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
172
169
161
164
2.35  2。1
2。5  2。4
2.8
2.75
?
?
?
??
?
〔
?
?
?
?
﹇
?
?
??
?
LINEAR MEASUREMENTS AT CONTACT
Distance Distance t?:"iIH::Between Aver. Convertedx Between Aver. (MultiplierHand.s Dist. to Elbows Dist. 15x andSub.iect (cm) (em) Inches
1-1-tr;i.,F .50 .5? 3.28 L.6 t.5B 9.95t-2 .55 1.557-) .6t ,58 3.65 t.55 1.55 9.?67-4 .50 r.55
2-L .g .85 5 .35 L.45 1.52 g .5?2-3 .B L.6o
z_4 .U .ll8 3.oz r,5o t.55 9.762-5 .55 7.50
3-1FT'*o 1 . O 7,02 6,42 2,30 z,LB 73,?33-2 t.o5 2.053-3 .? 5 ,?8 4.91 2.!o 1 .98 12,+73-4 .Bo 7.85
4-2 .?o .?B 4.9t 7.70 7 .78 7t.2t4-3 .85 7.854-4 .? 5 ,78 4,9! t ,70 L .7 5 17 .024-5 . Bo 1, Bo
*Conversion factor to ehange film measurements to actual size measurements.
'*)?ttLlt--low Average Batters. "H"--High Average Batters.
?
?
?
Distance
Between
HandsSubiect ( cm) fnches (cm) divider 2。54)
Aver.
DiSt,
(cm)
Converted*
to
Converted{rto Inches(wtut-tip:-ier
16x and
Distance
Between
Elbows
Aver。
Dist.
(cm)
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
???
??
?
??
??
?
?
???
???
?
??
?? ?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
??
???
?
? ?
??? ???
??? ????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
。90
1。05
。8o
。85
.6
.8
。7
。7
.72
。55
。95
1。0
。98
。82
。70
。75
4。54
3.46
5。98
6。30
6。17
5016
4.41
4.72
1。90
2。10
1。70
1。80
1。8o
l.90
1。80
1。75
2.15
2。30
1.70
1。80
1.4o
l.50
1.70
1.6o
2。0
1。75
1。85
1。78
2.22
1,75
1。45
1.65
12.6o
ll。02
11。65
11.21
13。98
11.02
9。13
10039
xConversion factor to change film measurements to aetual size measurements.
+++rrrf,rr 
--l,o* Average Batters . rrHrr --High Average Batters .'
?
?
?
Lt+4
STRIDE LENGTH
Converted
to fnches*
Stance  ContaCtDifference (tvtuttiptier 76x
and + by 2.54) Meanrn.cm. cm.Subjec
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
??
?
????
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
???
????
??
?
?
??
???
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
????
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
??
? ?
?
??? ?
? ?? ?
? ?? ?? ?? ?
??? ?? ?
??? ?
? ??
? ??
? ?? ?
??? ?
? ?? ?? ?
? ?? ?
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
*Conversion factor to charS;c film size to actual
S■Ze
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146
D」VELOPl′I」 NT OF
SUB」ECll1 011E
LIl・IE OF BEST FIT
ヤ」I■lH TllE TEE
147
DEVELOPIIEIIT Oltl LIINIE OF BEST「IT
'SUB」ECT ONE IIITHOUrJl rlnHE TEE
148
DEVELOPIIEIIT OF
・ SUB」ECT Tl10
L IIE
l・」工TH
FIT?????? ?「???
? ?
??
??
?
?
14′9
DEVELOrムEITT O「LttlIE OF BEST FttT
・SUB」ECT TlJ0 1ぜITI10UT TIIE TEE
言 f
150
DEVELOPllEllT O「 LIITE OF BEST F工 T
・SUB」ECT TI.lREE i・JITII TIIE TEE
151
DEVELOPl■ENT OF
SuBJECT THRェ」E
LttNE OF BEST FttT
t」上TI10UT T■ュE TEE
152
DEV」〕LOPl■」IIT OF
SuB」ECT FOυR
LttNE OF BEST FttT
lfttTll TlIE TEE
153
DEViJLOP}ENT OF L1lIE OF BEST FIT
SUB」ECT FOUR l子工THOUT TIIE TEE
154
DEVELOPIENT OF LttlIE OF BEST FIT
SuBJECT FIVE lfITH THE TEE
155
D」」VELOPI・lEIIT OF LINE O「 BEST FttT
SUB」ECT FIVE lfITHOUT TllE TEE
156
DEVELOPHEillT OF
SUBJECT SttX
LINE  BEST FttT
IJttr■
lH THE TEE
157
DEVELOPl′iENT OF LttlTE OF BEST FttT
SUBJECT SIX WJ.THOUT TIIE TEE
`へ・
158
DEVJ]LO Pl」]NT OF
StJBJECT S」」VElf
L■NE OF BEST FIT
IVITH TIIE TEE
159
DLVELOPム・ムE■｀T OF L⊥NE OF BEST FIT
SUB」ECT SEVEll lVITI10UT THE TEE
160
D」」VELOPl・1ご1lT OF I
SUb」ECT EIGIIll
L1lIE OF BEST FttT
l・JttTll THE TEE
く〔:三二°
―
・
・
―
・
ー
161
DJ』′ELOPl・lEllll1 011・
SUb」ECT EIGllT
LINE OF BEST FttT
l√IT 10uT TliE TEE
ヘ
?
?
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MEAN SCORES OF ALIJ MEASURES AT CONTACT
Angle AngleLead Trail Ang■eTra■lAngleTrail
Tr: Tee:
Perpendicular Distance*Trail Trail Trail Distance*Between
Hands ElbowsSub n
144.5
138.5
145。5
150.5
16o
161e5
147.5
148
149
142
14o。5
145
145
148
170.5
162.5
Ankl
141。3
119
116.5
139
134
128.5
81
145。5
148
133。5
114
146.5
,161
153
16o
155
Knee Ankle
1-L業・X・
2
3-H■・
4
5
6
7-LttI「
8
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Without
169。5
172
16o.5
175
152
175.5
167
170.5
13905
15905
163。5
172.5
152.5
169。5
177.5
175
139
122
153
116.5
124.5
102
113
113
124。5
13005
132
140
110
110。5
141.5
13105
7。09
5。35
11。18
15。75
13・23
7.87
15,28
17。48
8.98
6。61
14。17
17.32
13.54
10。08
14。17
21。26
19。84
15。75
23078
6.3
21。73
20。79
22。99
29。29
3。28
3・65
5・35
3。02
6。42
4。91
4。91
4.91
4。54
3。46
5.98
6]30
6.17
5。16
4。41
4。72
9。95
9。76
9・57
9。76
13.73
12。47
11。21
11。02
12.6o
ll。02
11。65
11.21
13.98
11。02
9.13
10039
*Converted from centimeters
investigation eonversion of I6x. from the film to inches in actual- size through
"H"--Hi-gh Average Batters.
???■■"Li:……Low Average Batters.
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ALL ANGLES――ALL PAIRS
With Tee
?
???
?
???
?
?
??
??
?
?
??
?
??
?。
???
?
?
ー
ーー
ー
ー
ーーーーーー
ーーーーーーー
ーー
ー
ーーー
ー
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
?
??
???
??
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
????
?
?
??
??
?
?
???
?????
?
?
?
???
???????
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
????
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?????
???
??
Subject lSubiect 2
142 138t3? 140
r3t L43729 t46r3o n41ll0 140L45 74Lt4? L45148 L55
r49 L551r+B 755t5+ t59755 149L49 146L49 159745 1+9t24 747D6 L2)148 L29t59 L)2L6L r39t55 t3Bt53 738t5o I3o1r+B L27t\z rt6140 tr41Bo L57t43 L45L[j t45t5o t5ot54 744
r5r L44t49 148
r53 146t5o 143111 119111 tztTL6 LLI
Subiect 4SubieCt 3
145   143
144   141
147   148
136   142
139   142
139   140
135   141
136   137
125   144
123   142
122   148
139   147
139   150
150   154
150   156
153   156
150   155
149   156
130   136
125   138
133   154
137   159
137   166
150   170
172   170
159   174
161   155
162   155
156   151
16o   152
165   153
162   150
16o   156
162   156
158   155
141  ・129
166
′       ・
(continued)
With Tee
Subiect 5SubieCt 6SubieCt 7
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?
???????
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
????
?
?????????
?
??????
?
?
??
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
?
??????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?????
?????
?
??
??????
????
?
?
???
??
?
?
?
??
???
??
?
??
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
，
149
153
149
150
143
122
148
121
146
109
136
155
155
156
159
159
157
163
140
145
147
149
149
149
151
146
142
112
122
116
114
109
105
103
102
102
149
156
152
153
158
151
129
115
143
130
132
157
16o
16o
161
156
157
162
141
143
143
147
142
148
146
145
143
128
132
133
134
124
115
117
113
115
Subject 8
144   136
142   141
144   14o
138  143
143   144
169   136
159   145
169   168
167   168
168   169
168   169
171   173
173   172
165   167
168   169
167
ALL ANGLES――ALL PAIRS
Without Tee
Subject 3 Subject 4
??
??
?
??
?
????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?
119
123
125
125
130
129
138
142
149
154
148
143
165
162
47
91
144
lo8
141
170
161
163
154
132
68
138
133
134
146
157
??
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?????
??
?
??
?
155
150
136
149
144
147
146
141
148
147
144
153
155
161
1_6o
16o
159
131
143
158
16o
157
161
164
164
165
165
168
138
137
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
SubieCt l SubieCt 2
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
????
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
????
?
?
?．
?
???
??
?
?
?．
?。??
??
?
?
?
?．
??
????
?
?????????????
???
???
????
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
??
?
????
?
???
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
???
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
131
130
130
129
135
135
129
130
125
129
129
161
157
162
164
118
97
150
1年1
149
150
152
153
151
156
156
170
151
145
137
136.
131
162
164
161
155
146
174
112
Sub.iect ( Subject 5continued
764 158
r54 759752 155
r5t 157153 159L44 t20t59 t3B148 15973t 742t20 t35lzL t3o124 127126 t17L23 118736 13o135 n67)B L42
t6B
Subiect B
L29 t3973L t3B.73o t37738 t33733 130125 7281,33 735139 145169 159t52 n6755 L65762 t5?L55 rct756 L5LL57 750L72 L7B160 t62162 t65r59 16+t63 L6Bft4 L55163 L7ofis 173L66 169t6t L66t44 147
( continued)
Without Tee
Sub.i ect 6 Subiect 7
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
????
?
?
?
?
???
??
?
?
?????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
??
?
?
?
????
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
??
?
???
??
??
?
?
?
?
??
??????
????
?
?
???
???
???
??
?
???
?
?
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
??
?。
??
??
?
?
???
?
???
?
??
??
?
?。
???。? ．
?
?
?
??
?
?????
?
?
???
??
????
???
??
??
??
?
?
L52
155
755
154
153
t55
L58
12I
118
L4T
t)6
L35
726
143
762
r70
764
t60
143
L68
r39
L46
t54
155
147
L+6
737
122
T38
r09
tu4
741
rt+5
74+
1+L
145
n6
136
L4L
7A4
t47
t46
t6o
756
r50
t3L
. 
L25
102
159
727
143
r60
t62fi+
t66
L62
756
L?6
r?5
t74
t76
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